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INTROOUCTIQ; 



INI'RODUCT ION 

The Indian Constitution which was adopted in 1950 

states in regard to education that ttthe state shall endeavour 

uo provide within a period of 10 years from commencement of 

this constitution for free and compulsory education for all 

children untill they complete the age of 14 years". 

Today the world over# there is a g~owing consciousness 

to build up with utmost care,plans and programmes for talented 

children, lest the nation get impoverished as a result of 

misuse or destruction of talents. This has been the concern 

expressed in the first world conference on Gifted children 

held in London in 1975~ 

our ing the last three decades the number of primary 

institutions have increased from (5.04 lakhs) over the period' 
' 

(1950-83) and in the year 1950-51 there were only 7.300 

secondary schools in the country. Elementary and secondary 

education is the most crusial stage of education spanning 

the first eight years of schooling and laying the foundation 

for the personality, attitudes, social confidence and habits 

of pQp.;ils. Because India• s socio-economic structure both 

at national and international level demands leadership of 

the highest quality and keenest intelligence. This leads 

to the inferences that such persons could be obtained from 

amongst those of high intellectual faculty. 
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Uptill now no special attention at the national 

level had been given to the gifted. In the recent year the 

Govt. of India has been focussing a great deal of attention 

on this aspect as is evidenced from the New Education Policy 

Document (1986). The new education policy has placed 

considerable emphasis on the development of talent amongst 

children and wants the schools to identify the gifted and 

exceptional children who can became the future scientist 

and leaders in India because a gifted child is of incalculable 

value to the society. 

Accepting the need for having more gifted children 

it becomes imperative to find ways and means not only to 

identify the gifted but also to devise materials and instru

ments to realise the potential giftedness and talent in 

children. This task in turn calls for intensive researches. 

In this context the review of the available studies shows 

the paucity of work in this area. 

A few studies in the field of educa~ional psychology 

and exceptional children show that the concept of gifted

ness itself is not clear. However the noted contributions 

have been those of Raina (1965, 1968, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1984) 

pachaury (1984), Deshmukh (1981, 1984) Ghaksar (1984) Bhatt 

(1973) Khan (1967) Desai and Desai (1973) Deo (1969) 

Pandit (1973) and Walia (1967), who have all attempted to 

understand the problem of the gifted children. 
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The concept of Gifted Children 

The important step in the successful handling of 

gifted children is to understand what constitutes gifted-

ness, only then one can develop an instrument to identify 

the gifted and then find ways and means to channelise 

giftedness constructively and how to cope with the problems. 

In order to decide whether a child is gifted, it is 

first necessary to know what is meant by giftedness# 

When a teacher or psychologist speaks of giftedness, .the 

term 11giftedness 11 is not used to describe exceptional 

intellectual ability as distinct from talent. The concise 

dictionary of education defines "gifted child" as one 

whose ability level is far above average academically. 

physically, or artistically. · Encyclopaedia Dictionary of 

education has defined gifted child as a child possessing 

special talents of a high level o~ very·high general 

intelligence attainable by only ~~ of the population of 

that age. Educators Encyclopaedia defines 11gifted children" 

as those who possess exceptionally high level of learning .... 

ability. But talented children are those with unusual 

ability in a special area like art4 music, mechanics or 

some academic field. The New r;ncyclopaedia Britannica 

defines "gifted children" as those v.Tho are naturally 

endowed with a high degree of mental ability either genetal 

or special. Giftedness, as defined by 57th yearbook of the 

national society for the study of Education is - 'The 



talented or gffted child is one who shows consistently 
I 

remarkable perforrftance in any worthwhile line of endeavour. 

Thus we shall include not only the intellectually gifted 

but also those who showspromise in other fields. 

Thus giftedness emerges from an interactive process 

which involves the innate oapablities of an individual and 

the stimulating environment in which he grows. Thus 

although the gifted child inherits his abilities, they 

may not bloom unless they are properly nurtured. Gifted 

children if nurtured carefully will benefit not only 

themselves but also their community, nation and the world. 

Characteristics 

There is a genuine need to specify characteristics 

and behaviours which indicate a human being as gifted 

in terms of the above classification. Intellectual ability 

is not a single entity thus according to researchers not 

only they should possess intellectual skill but also verbal, 

numerical, spatial and reasoning skills. 
0 

As for verbal skill, this has two parts.first the 

ability to comprehend written or spoken material and second 

the ability to use words effectively in speaking or writ-~ing. ,, 

Gifted children have a high degree of skill in verbal comp~ 

rehension. 

Numerical skill is the ability to handle ideas 

that are expressed by numbers. Children with this skill 



are more than simply good at doing the basic operations 

of adding subtracting, multiplying and dividing. 

on the other hand spatial skill is the ability 

to understand how parts of things fit together. 

ReaSOning skill which is also called as"logical 

ability 11 is composed of several abilities - abilities to 

make plans on the basis of known facts, to learn from 

past experiences to foresee the consequences of.a 

particular course of 'action,to figureout the sequence 

o'f incidence leading upto particular event and to the 

relationship between seemingly separate and unrelated 

facts or events. 

A gitted child is one who should manifest 

superiority in anyone or more of these skills. He may 

be above average in any of them but outstanding atleast 

in one or two. For instance a child may be good at 

numbers and another child adept with words and so on. 

But a child who is considered gifted in some particular 

field is usually intellectually superior in generai 

and excels all others in that field in which he is 

gifted. 

Not many studies are reported in this area. A 

very few studies deals with personality tra~ts, identi

fication of giftedness or educational interest of gifted. 

OU5 



And also it is reported that many researchers have 

studied giftedness mainly on the basis of the intelli

gence which is an inadequate criteria to identify_ the 
/ 

gifted. According to Bacquer Mehdi and C.L. Bhatttno 

OOG 

one method taken singly would be of much help to identify 

the gitted, rather all these tests combined together can 

do a reasonably good job of identifying most of our 

academically gifted. Thus taking any one factor in 

identifying the gifted can not be considered an appro-

pr iate measure. 

The present study has therefore made an attempt 

to devise a special instrument for identifying the gifted 

in addition to the Intelligence Test and class performance. 

In this respect this study differs from all the other 

earlier researches. And again in this study an attempt 

has been made to rela.te giftedness to various personality 

dimensions such as sizothynda versus Affec.tothynda, low 

intelligence versus high intelligence, lower ~go strength

versus higher ego strength, Phlegmatic temperament versus 

e.xcitabil ity, submissiveness versus dominance etc. 

Since these personality dimensions give an idea 

of what typical characteristics are possessed by the 

gifted, by comparing them wi~h average children, one 

could understand the gifted better, particulary in terms 

of their typical characteristics. May be such a persona-

lity dimension if leads to a typical characteristics 



profile of the gifted vis-a-vis average children, one 

may be able to try and develop such characteristics in 

average children associated with the gifted through 

curricular development, school programmes and special 

training etc. 

Statement-of Problem 

The present study has tbe main focus on gifted 

children. In this regard the present study proposes 

to identify the gifted with a specially devised tool 

and after identifying, compar ~ ;J them with average 

students (not gifted) to find out in what all respects 

do they differ from them. 

~tvdy 
This~aims to ascertain if giftedness is in any-

way related to creativity. An attempt will also be made 

to correlate th4setwo factors and compare the extent of 

correlation between the two groups. 

. . the_ 
The present study aims to ascertain,~ersonality 

profile of gifted children and tq ascertain·if they 

differ from average students & if so in what ways~ 

~t also endeavours to study the personality profile of · 

gifted as well as those factors which may lead to creati-

vity. 

In short the present study aims to identify the 

gifted and ascertain whether giftedness is related to 

007 



creativity and whether the personality profile of the 

gifted differs from that of average students .:ana_ i:f- so 
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in what ways. Thus the present study has taken a totally 

different approach to understand the gifted children. 

It is hoped that the findings of this study would 

be of much help in formulating new curriculum ana other 

training materials so as to help average children too to 

develop the exceptional qualities of the gifted~ Though 

considerable work needs to be carried out before the 

formulation of such a. curriculum or training as envisaged 

above, it is hoped that the present study may be able to 

throw light on some of the important aspects closely 

related to giftedness. 
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REVJEN OF LITERATURE 

A research study on ~ any tOpic cannot be under

taken without knowing what had been covered- ~.n ec:;rli£r ;:;tudi~ 

in the particular field concerned and which areas need fur

ther exploration and investigation. 

It is well known that the field of gifted child-

ren has been of great interest to researchers and educators 

because of its contribution to the society and various fields • 

. Jhspite of her best efforts the researcher could 

not locate any substantial number of investigations on iden

tifications of gifted children in India and study of their 

personality or other dimensions. The relevant data \'lhich 

were studi.ed included materials collected from doctoral re-

ports, project reports,research articles and psychological 

abstracts. 

A lot. of work on the gitted have been carried out 

in different parts of the world, by individuals as well as by 

team of experts. Growing interest in talented children during 

the first two decades of the 20th century was mainly con

fined with learning more about the intellectually gifted. 

In 1921, Terman inagurated a long series of in

vestigations concerning gifted children. Volume I of the 

Genetic studies of the Geni os by Terman and others ( 1925) 

nuc~e c. ''rcc.·t J_:,~- i_: on re::oeurch in the :fielc1• of: gifted 

ch ilC.rcn. 
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The following section presents-the available relevant 

literature in the areas of gifted children. 

STUDIES IDENTIFYING GIFTEDNESS ----------------------------------
Bhatt ( 1966) identified gifted children by ern-

ploying inexpensive procedures. It is that children with 

superior intellectual ability and high academic achievement 

based on teachers observation and academic record were group-

ed as gifted children. After identifying gifted children from a 

large group of students he made an attempt to study their per-

sonality. 

Deo (1969} made a study which aimed at deve-

loping a better procedure for identifying the gifted and non-

gifted groups. She used verbal and non-verbal tests for 

identification,; ·"-• The main findings of this study were 

(1) Gifted boys Here more self accepting and scored higher 

on :c•o·c:L,:-<~ ;:,nd _ emotional adjustment than average boys. 

(2) When the gifted boys and girls were compared on the 

Bernreuterts personali~y inventory, it was found that 

gifted girls were almost equal in neurotic tendency , 

extraversion-introversion, dominance-submission and 

self-confidence,but higher on intellectural independence 

and lower on socioability scale than average girls. 
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P2,nci.it: (1973) iZ.:.entified gifted and non-gifted student 

on the basis oE ~c~cher's ratings, school achievement, end 

intelligei1Ce test. Iie also studie:1 adjustment problems of 

gi:E-t::ed ~nd non-[;; H'tcd st ucients and found that the gifted 

had less adj ustrnent problems than the non-gifted. It 1112s 

observed ·thc_t s_'i ttecl and non-gi fteu reactca cd fterently to 

experimentc:lly .r:-;ro· uccd trustratj_ons and uls'J the girted 

evaluated the sH:uc:;tion more positively r-nci critically than the 

non-gifted. 

Walia ( 19 -13) ici.entificd gitted stuctents \vj_th the help 

of Jalota! s IntelliQence Test, sin;-h • s Q'L)Up test of mental 

ability <:Jnd R0ven•s progressive rn?·tric::;s. After the Iden"cifi-

cation his c-im ·"'-,,--_.J ·to C)mpc:re the perceived idea).. and self-concept 

of gifted 1·:ith th·:::>se of average children. 'the 

The st~dy revealed that 

(1) 1=uctor 6:' intelJ.·iQe<'lce h0d 2 si~;n:Lfjcant ef:i"::(::!Ct ·Jn the 

self-~JerCel:)ti·::m ry!: Ule inO.ivic!.uals (';IKL on the different dir.le::-

sion of sel'':; (:2) 

(2) Also sex h<F o siqnificant ei:.l:ect u Otl the self-r2·tings 

of ·the g:L:Etcci as 'e:Ll as the aver<o:Je males and fem.::~les: 

(3) t~e int~raction of intell'gencc ~nd s~x, intellegence ana 

age, and s~x and ogc, brought about significant variations 

in ·the self ro·tinrJ ot the suDjects; 

GniJD:If•l--21, (1982) stuciy h<'d the objectives 

( 1) To find out • tH:: fuctor·s which 'b'erc rcl<~ted to giftedness 

of chiJ.rJ.ren; 

( :2) 'l'o £incl. out the e:~:Lecti veness :J.i:: 



I teachers opinion and sta~dardized test in identifying the 

gifted children to study the relctionship ,of giftedness 

to social qualities;· and to study ,,.Ihether socio-economic 
- ., ' I 

status had any relationship rt0 giftedness. 

The 'major findin-gs ·\'Jere that giftedness Has not found to 

be related to sex but was signficantly related to the so-

cial qualities of the subjects' and their socio-economic 

status. The gifted students ,..rere tound to be superior to 

the non-gifted students in their social qualities. 

Bhalla (1970} const~ucted and standardized a test 

for identifying disciplined and indisciplined students and 

c;P.mn2red ·the tHo groups with respect to their self-cpncept,, and 
gi-ftedness:, and founti .'tf\~ f~J;\\It?~ h ioh~~ ~n giftedness. 

surinder Kumar (1985) identified.9ifted students 

who scored on or above 95th percentile intpoth Raven's pro~ressi· 

ve matrices test as well as in the Jalota Group Test of 

Intelligence. The student who scored bet'II'Teen the 25th and 

75th percentiles and also i-lho scored at 50th percentile 

were treated as average stude~ts. He studied their interest, 

need ane1 adjustment problems of gifted and average students • 

. He found that the gifted children were highly interested 

in scientific and medical areas as compared with other 

interests and were seen least interested in household work. 
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Baquer me1·>.1i- stated that the'- teacher 1 s observation 

,.,ith the help of observation guides is the best available 

method of discovering the ct:nildren with special aptitudes. 

No one method taken singly v..'Ould be of much help, ra.ther 

all these test comb~ned together can do a reasonably good 

job of identifyiog most of .our- academic~ll_y_ gif:t.ed. • 

with a growing interest in the edupation of the 

gifted there is also a continuing search for identifying 

them. The country. as such was becoming -more aware of the 

need for ·gifted personnel. 

CRE AT IV JTY ALID G TIT ED : 

qharma (1972) studied crea~ivity as a function of 

. intelligence. Results shovJed thc.t eft' lm·Jer IQ levers·, rise 

in creativity w~s more in line with the rise _in intelligence 
I ' I 1 

score • .At higher I{} levels; there \·Jas· noe much of this -:tEend .. 

Sharma ( 1974) conducted a study to ,ascertain _the--cor-

relation betvJeen intelligence and q:eativity. ·lntelligep.ce 

was measured by the Sarnohik Hanas ik Yogyata Par iksha. He 

concluded that intelligence is necessary ror the develop~ . 

ment of creative thinking. 

Gakhar ( 1975) investigated a sample of 730 girls 

of higher secondary schools of urban students, he observed 
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that ( 1) Creativity and intelligence v1ere the dist ingui-

shab}e· modes of the same intellectual functioning. 

( 2) High and lo~' groups of girls on verbal creativity ai

ffered significantly in respect of status, intellectual 

efficiency and flexibility. (3) Personality traits of 

self-accepted and self-sufficiency were distinguishing 

characteristics of girls on non-verbal creativity and 

(4) The~e was a consistent increase in the scores on all 

the verbal as well as non-verbal reasons of creativity up

to age of 15. 

Patel (1978) made an inquiry into the relation

ship of creativity to intelle~tual giftedness with respect 

to two groups of intellectually gifted from a righ school 

and compared ( 1) Capably gifted v1ith · IQ 120 1c:u1d above 

( 2) Functionally gifted with IQ 120 and above alongwith 

school achievement score of 60%. The findings suggested that 

it may be useful to keep traditional IQ and creative con

cept£ separate. He :Eound that the correlation between crea

tivity and intellj_gence of the gifted; ; 'ltlas .0144. 

Raina (1968) observed a positive but non-signifi

cant relationship between creativity and intelligence among 

eigth, ninth and tenth class students. He used the Minne

sota- verbal tasks of creativity and Jalota 1 s Group Test of 
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mental abilities. So also Passi (1971) and Sharma (1972) 

found a positive and significant relationship between these 

two variables •. 

on the contrary, Bedi (1974) could not find any 

significant relationship between creativity and intelligence 

amongst the ninth class students, whereas 11ehdi (1977) indi

cated a negative relationship betvJeen creativity and intelli

gence on the urban s9mple, though it was positive and signi

ficant in the case of rural sample. 

Rawat and Agrawal (1977) adminstered their standard 

creativity test to eighth and ninth class students. The re

sults showed that high.achievers on intelligence were not al

ways high on creativity. 

Singh (1972) reported a significantly high relation

ship between creativity and intelligence among secondary school 

children. 

Reddy and Reddy (1983) indicated positive and signi-
1 

ficant relation between creativity and intelligence. 

Hasan and Khan (1976) conducted a study on 8th gra

ders. A Battery of creativity tests were used as a measure of 

creativity and Raven•s progressive matrices as measure of inte

lligence. The creativity scores namely :fluency, flexibility 
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and originality were found. It was found that the inter 

corcelations among the three creativity scores were re-

latively higher than ·the correlation of any one of them 

with intelligence. 

Chadha and Sert ( 1981) conducted a study using 

tools like T.T.c.T., Raven•s progressive matrices and kul 

•Shreshta 1 s scale Results showed significant difference." 

between high creative and low creative boys as vl~ll as 

girls on intelligence. The product moment ~~of corrE!lation 

also found to be m0derate and significantly positive. 

Findings ~n general indicate that there is a 

moderate relationship bet\veen intelligence and creativity. 

It is not necessary to be highly intelligent to be creative • 

• • 

Yamamoto ( 1972) took 272 subj'ects ·from grede 9-12 and 

gave them t1innesota test of creative thinking) and inteiligenGe 
• 

test • He ide~t~fied in each grade three groups of gifted 

children. ( 1) High intelligence group ( 2) High creative 

gro\].p (3} High intelligence and creative groups. Al-

though the high in·t:elligence groups averaged 20 points higher 
J 

on IQ than the high creative groups :..::they-were only 7 pddtpt higher 

on IQ than the hir::;h intelligence creative groups. 

Schmadel et. al (1965) compared performance of 
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31 gifted 7th g~aders -On-e)test of measuring selection as-

pects of creativity Hith those of all the children in the grade 

--with the· exception of ideational fluency. The gifted 

group performed at a significantly higher level than did the 

total- grou;; They _were significantly superior on the 

measure of originality 2.nd sensitiviJcy to problem asv1ell us 

in concentual fore sights. 

Kurtzman (1967) compared three groups of adols

cents with different levels of creativity. The results 

indicate that more creative students tend to be more intelli-

gent. 

GO\·Jan ( 1971) suggested that IQ level for intelle-

ctual giftedness be changed from 100-120 because below an 

IQ af approximately 120 1 crativity and intelligence are 

highly correlated, while above that point there seems to be 

little correlation. 

VJelsh ( 1966) found that non-verbal and verbal 

(Terman concept mastery test) intelligence shows no correla

tion with creativity for 368 gifted high school adolscents. 

CRE!{[' IVITY AND PERSQ.NALITY OF THE GIFTED : 

Raina (1968) discovered that high creative students 
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exhibited greater achievement autonomy, dominance, ;an-d h h ~ .::.:. c ,=;nge - vl er l 

-as.~ the latter were high in hetero sexuality. 

Goyal (1974) discovered that the creative pupils 

possessed a higher level of energy, they rejected suppression 

for control of impulses, they were more introverts artd more 

independent in both thought and action,had open minds, could 

tolerate ambiguity and entertained opposing values. 

paramesh (1972) ,.__ ~ concluded that highly creative 

individuals are significantly high in strength than the low 

creative individuals. The high creatives differed s ignifi-

cantly from the low creatives on theoretical and aesthetic 

values. 

Joshi ( 1974) identified the follm..;ing relationship;: 

( 1) Age vlas an important correlate of crea1t. ivity at 15 years 

age level (2) None of the main effects of IQ, age and sex 

upon the personality factor A (cycolthymia versus sch~,zo

thyma) was significant. ( 3) Giftedness was_~~ signifi~ant 

contributing factor to the personality factor B (General 

intelligence versus mental defects in all cases.) (4) Gift-

edness contributed towards emotional maturity in the case 

of boys. (5) Giftedness, sex and age did not contribute 

significantly to surgency. (6) There was a low positive 

significant correlation between intelligence and all types 

' 
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of creative scores. ( 7) There vlas no significant correla-

tion between different creativity scores and different per-

sonality traits except in factor B (General intelligence 

versus mental defect) factor G (Super ego strength versus 

lack of Rigid internal standard), factor I (Premsia versus 

Harria), factor L (pretension versus Relaxed security), 

factor a
3 

( High self-sentiment formation versus poor self

sentiment formation) and factor Q ( High ergic tension 
4 

versus Low ergic tension). 

Gakhar (1975) investigated a sample of 730 girls of 

higher secondary schools and observed that personality traits 

of self-acce:;tance and self-sufficiency were distinguing cha-

racteristics of girls pigh on non-verbal creativity. 

:Sharga,va ( 1979) found that creativity\.was· signify

cantly related to J anxiety, independence, education and occu

pation while alert, poise extroversion and family size w~ev 

negatively related. Age and income showed no relat-ionship 

with creativity. 

Mallappa and Upadhaya (1977) compared the person-

ality of high creative person with that of low creative per

sons in an attempt to determine personality correlates of 

creativity. 40 high creative and 40 lOH creative students 

were selected on the basis of scores on a creativity test 

designed, according to, 
/! 

.,.Guilford (1950)Stheory of crea-
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tivity and i·Jere c:dministered on Indian adaptation of the 16 ty.:F .·find: 

creatives in personality, although both groups had a nearly 

average personality pattern. High creatives were more in-

telligent, more socially bold, were less tense and had a 

stronger self-sentiment than the low creative subjects. 

Weisberg and Springer (1961) conducted a person

ality study in depth of 32 intellectually gifted fourth 

grade children. Using the median of this group as a cutting 

point, they compa.C·3c•. the personality characteristics of the 

highly_creative children with those of the less creative 

ones. rrhe findings showed that the highly creative children 

were rated significantly higher on strength of self-image, 

ease of early recall, availability of oedipal anxiety and un-

even ego development. On the basis of their responses on 

Re~schach Inkblots, children ranking high on the cr~terion mea-

sures were found to be at the same time more sensitive and more 
. 

independent than less creative but equally intelligent. 

Drevdahl (1956) conducted a study to explore the 

relationship betv1een ratings of creativity and certain ob-

jectively measured personality and intellectual factors in 

a high school population. Analysis of data revealed that 

the tests which significantly differentiated the creative 
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from the non-creative students included Thurstone•s verbal 

meaning, Cattell•s radicalism versus conservatism, self

sufficient versus lack of resolution, cyclothymics versus 

schizothymia and surgency versus desurgency and superior 

verbal facultx, fluency, flexibility.and originality as 

measure by Guilford test of creativity. 

INl'ELLIGENCE AND PERSONALITY 

Bhatt (1966) identified gifted children by employing 

inexpensive procedures and studied personality traits by 

employing a list of 34 traits validated against the cri-

terion of known groups and contrasted groups, for /which 

retest- reliability was also ascertained. He found that 

gifted were distinctly superior to the non-gifted in in

tellectual pursuit, regularity in studies, leadership 

qualities, originalit:y, understanding, self-confidence, 

politeness and in choice of comparison. 

Deo (1969) used verbal and non-verbal test and 

studied gifted and non-gifted groups of adolscent for di-
', 

ff·9rences on self-concept inventory ' <t-.3 \Verl·l- as ontbae Bernreutet::s 
~ -

per:sonality inventory and questionnaire for home and school 

background. The main findings showed that ( 1) Gifted boys 

vJere rrore self-acce;,')ting and sco:r:ed higher on self-con

cept and social environment, 

average boys. (~) Gifted girls 
1)\.'CJ 

\;, ~ - (.;) \' '-\''-\ c \'~ "( 

"~'\I 

~..--... 
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than the average girls. ( 3) Gifted boys scored higher on 

extraversion~ dominance, self-confidence soci~litf than 

the average boys. (4) Gifted girls were almost equal in 

neurotic ~ndency, extraversion - introversion. daninance 

' 

- submission and self-confidence but higher on intellectual 

~ndependence and lower on socioability scale than average 

qirls.(S) The Bell's adjustment inventory scores indica-

ted that qifted boys were better adjusted than average boys 

but for the two groups of girlsJthere were no differences. 

Sur! (1973) by employing verbal intelligence test , 

H.S.P.Q. test and Kuppuswamy• s socio-econanic status scale 

indicated that the superior boys were more intelligent, 

emotiona~ystable~ tough minded, placid 1controlled and re-

laxed while the average boys were less intelligent more 

affected by feelings, expedient, tender minded, apprehen-

sive, indisciplined, self-conflicted and.tense. The 

superior girls were intelligent, assertive, venturesome# 

relaxed and emotionally stable than average and below aver-

age girls. 
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Jha ( 1975) probed into the personality profiles of . 

35 creative persons. Usinq the centroid method . he dis-

covered four factors. The main factors resulted rational 

optimism, hi9h ego strength, realistic and healthy attitude 
' . 

towards life openness to experience, assertive, self•Cal-

findence and tendency for self-actualisation. 

Pandit (1973) by usinq problem cheklist for select-

ing the adjustment problem indicated the qifted had less 

adjustment problems than the non-gifted. Gifted boys were 

more problamatic than gifted girls in their overal±~ a~ 

. justment. It was observed that gifted and nOb-gifted re-

acted differently to experimentally produced frustrations • 

The gifted evaluated the situation more positively and cri-

tically than the non-gifted. 

CREATIVITY AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLESI 

The research findings of Raina (1968) Paramesh (1970) 

Gagneju (1972). Hussain (1973), Goyal (1977),. Jawa (1971j. 

and Joshi (1974) reveal that there is a significant relation-

ship between creativity and the demographic variables. 
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Mukerji (1967) indicated that fifty eight percent 

of talent co~e fr~ the highly educated homes.. forty per-

cent fran semi educated hanes and 23.8 percent fran the 

not so well educated hanes. In terms of income groups 

31.6 percent of talent. came lr01.0 the incane group of over 

as. 1,000/, 23..5 percent fran the income group of Rs. 501- · 

1,000, 19.6 percent fran the incane group of Rs. 301-500, 

12.7 percent fran the incane group of Rs. 151•300 and 2o7 

percent fran the income qroup of less than Rs. 150 • 

. 
Jarial (1979, 1981) reported the effect of birth 

order on creative thinking of children. Contrary to these 

findings Jawa (1971} reported that birth order of the sub-

jects had no significant effect on their creative attain-

ment. 

Singh (1984} reported that cultural background h~-· no 

relationship with creative thinking abilities of gifted 

h iqh school ;_ .:h ildren. 

On the basis of various studies, reviewed in the 

ab$ve pages, pertaining to different aspects of giftedness 
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the following conclusions may be- drawn. 

(1) So far as the identification of gifted children is 

concerned, the followinq crJ.teria have been reported 

by the researchers (1) IO scores (11) Achievement 

scores (iii) Teacher' e observation and ( iv) Creative 

thinking scores. 

! 

(2) The personality traits predani~tly! -- p""r?sentea~b~i tthe 

gifted, creative and talented are - autonomy, sel f• 

acceptance>highly socially and emotionally adjusted, 

self-confidence, socioability, extraversion, dominance, 

high level of motivation, sel f-::entiment fomation, 

superego strength, independence of thoughtand action, 

open-mindedness persistancy, possession of aesthetic 

knowledge, risk-taking, self-assertation, self.sgffi-

ciency, sensitivity to problems and unconventionality. 

(3) On the basis of correlational studies6 there exists a 

relationship betveen creativity and intelligence of the 

gifted children. But its nature and extent depends 

upon the nature of samples studie4 and the tools used. 
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But at the same time most of the studies show low positive 

relationship between intelligence and creativity. 

(4) The research findings of demographic variables show 

that there is a significant relationship between 

creativity and demographic variables of gifted chil~ 

dren. But in the context of cultural variation no 

significant effect of culture on giftedness has been 

·~ported. 

A lot of work is being done in other countrie;s, 

but in India, the gifted are still neglected as before. 

Various investigations reported in the literature have 

pointed out the differences in the physical conditions~ 

educational attainments, possession of special abilities, 

interests and in the psychological adjustment of the gifted 

as compared to the non-gifted groups, all differences being 

in favour of the gifted groups. All these studd.ea are con

ducted in western countries and the interpretations are 

based on the special social-cultural conditions obtainable 

there. Xherefore, research is neede.d in India with regard 

to gifted children. 



CHAPTER - III 

METHODOLOOY 



METHODOLOGY -----------
Having reviev;ed the available literature on the topic it 

is now in order to present the methodology used in this study. 

As mentioneq earlier the present study aims to investigate 

the folloHing objectives a 

1. Identifying the gifted children studying in class VIII 

from four different types of school • 

2. To ascertain if creativity in any way varies between the 

gifted and average students. 

3e To ascertain if personality factors in any way vary bet-

ween the gifted and average students. 

4. To ascertain if there are differences between gifted and 

average students in their creativity and personality 

factors and if they vary in terms of the four different 

types of school. 

5. To ascertain if socio-demographic factors and certain 

personal attributes of the·students in any way are asso-

ciated "'ith giftedness. 

To identify the gifted, a special instrument has been 

devised and administered on.the students taken up for this 

study. The scores obtained on this instrument and the IQ 

scores obtained by intelligence test by, Jalota, together would 

determine the "gifted 11 children .. 

To empirically verify the above objectives the following 

QyPOtheses were formulated. 
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HYPorHESES 

.. 
1. The proportion of gifted children to the total strength 

of a particular class will vary amongst the four types 

of school." 

The above hypothesis has been formulated due to the 

rationale that --- schools differ amongst themselves in terms 

of providing opportunities for alround development of one•s 

personality, intelligence and creativity. Though giftedness 

may be more an innate quality and thUs express itself des-

pite availability o~r opportunities, one may however expect 

that a good educative, informative and stimulating environment·~ 

may be an i~ort_ant prerequisite to develop one's ability and 

talents. Thus one may say that for school students to dis-

play their skill and talents, it is important to have a con-

ducive environment in schools, and this environment in schools 

also varies from school to school depending upon various factors. 

One m~y thus expect that manifestation of giftedness to also 

accordingly vary, and hence the hypothesis - one was formu-

lated. 

2. 'There will be a difference in the creativity scores bet-

ween the gitted and average stuctents. 11 

· .. ~. - -. . 
... t.- :. ·- . "' :· ... : ·.:. 1; .· -~ _.::: .. _ . . 

·Joshi-: ( 1974) studied creativity of gifted students and 

found that giftedness was the post effective contributor to 

all types of creativity scores. 

Passi (1971) and Sharma (1972) found a positive and 
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significant relationship between creativity and intelligence 

in the case of gifted children. Thus th~v~appears to be a . 

relationship between .giftedness and creativity. So one may 

expect that creativity 't·lill also accordingly va.ry between 

gifted and average children. 

- Thus the hypothesis - 2 was formulated which states that 

creativity will vary between gifted and average students. 

3. 'The gifted and average students will vary on all.the 14 

dimensions of personality. These variation will be 

st.at~stically significant. 11 

Studies by Mallappa an~Upadhyaya (1977) compared the 

personality of high creative personswith that of low creative 

persons and found that high creatives vJere more intelligent, 

more socially bold, were less tense and stronger self-senti

men~ than that the low creative sUbjects. 

suri {1973) by employing H.S.P.Q test indicated that 

the more intelligent boys were more emotionally stable, tough 

minded, placid, controlled and relaxed while average boys were 

less intelligent, more affected by feelings, expedient, tender

minded, apprehensive, indisciplined and self-conflicted. 

Joshi {1974) found that giftedness was a significant con

tributing characteristic for the B-factor of the personality. 

It has shown that the personality profile of the creative 

children/intelligent children vary ~rom those of average children. 
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It was therefore thought-that children with giftedness wili 

also show varying personality traits as compared to average 

children. Hence the hypothesis - 3 was formulated~ 

4. ·~here will be a linear correlation between(a)creativity 

and intelligence, (b) creativity and personality factors 

, (c) intelligence and personality factors and all these 

eorrelations will vary between gifted and average students". 

Sharma { 1974) conducted a study and found that inte-

lligence is necessary tor the development of creative thinking. 

Gakhar (1975) found that high and low groups of girls 

on verbal creativity differed significantly in respect of 

students intellectual efficiency. 

Raina (1968), Goyal (1974) and Paramesh (1972) have 

concluded that highly creative individuals are significantly 

high in intelligence than the low creative individuals. 

Bhatt (1966) and suri (1973) found that gifted we~e 

distinctly superior to the non-gifted in intellectual pursuit, 

regularity in studies, leadership qualities, originality, under

standing and self-confidence. 

The above findings led to the conclusion that corre-

lation between these variables will vary vJhen a comparison 

will be made between gifted and average students. Hence the 
\ 

hypothesis 4 was formulated to· test if any such variation ex-

isted between the gifted and average students. 
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5. ''I'here v1ill be a difference in the socio-economic and 

family background of the gifted and average studentse" 

The research findings of Raina (1968) Paramesh (1970), 

Gagnej u ( 1972) and Joshi (1974) revealed that there was a 

significant relationship between creativity and demographic 

variables. 

Mukherjee (1967) indicated that 58% of talent came 

from highly educated homes.9~Interms of income groups 31.6 

percent of talents came from the income group of over Rs.l,OOO 

and 23.5 percent from the income group of 501-1,000. 

Hence one may expect that socio-economic and family 

background of gifted and average students will also vary 

accordingly. Thus the present study set up hypothesis - 5 to 

ascertain if there is a difference in the socio-economic back

ground of gifted and average students. 

6. 'There will be a difference in the attitude, behaviour 

aspiration and temperament of the gifted and average 

students. •• 

On the basis or various studies Pandit (1973) Jha 

( 1975) suri ( 1973) ana Bhatt ( 1966) pertaining to different as

pects of giftedness it was found that gifted and non-gifted 

varied significantly in their temperament, behaviour, aspi-

ration and at"tt.itude. 
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Pandit {1973) had indicated that the gifted faced lesser 

adjustment problems than the non-gifted. It was observed that 

gifted and non-gifted reacted difterently to experimentally 

produced frustrations, within which trend, the gifted evaluated 

the situation more positively and critically than the non-

gifted. 

Hence one may expect that there may be a different in 

attitudes and behaviour of the gittea and average students. 

Hypothesis - 6 t-las set up to test it this was so. 

R.h:S!!;AROi DESIGN -
To test the above hypotheses an experimental-control group 

paradigm was usea. To be more specific after identification of 

the gifted children from the four different schools, they were 

taken as the experimental group and were compared with a.con

trol group of ave.rage students {who v1ere not falling in the 

••gifted 11 category) on a number of variables. 

Though one can not say that this was in anyway a stri-

ctly experimental group where manipulation of the independent 

variables is carried out, for the purpose of convenience the 

gifted group has been termed as exper irrental group. Hypo

thesis two, three and five were tested with the help of the 

above paradigm. 

Hypothesis 4 was tested with a correlational paradigm to 

ascertain the relationship bett.,reen giftedness and creativity, 

intelligence and personality factors. 
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SAMPLING 

A total of 4 schools were selected tor the present 

stuct'fi: These schools- were classif~ed into 4 categories· as 

per the study by Sengupta and Veerar aghban ( 1985) • These 

schools were : 

(i) Public School (ii) Central School (iii) Delhi Admi-

nistration run School and (iv) Missionary school. 

Public school is defined a member of the Indian Public 

Schools Conference (IPSC} and there by meets all the statu

t"ory requirements of this body. These requirements relate 

to the academic freedom of thehead-master, conditions of 

service of the staff, facilities for games and extra eurri-

cular activities and residential accommodation for a certain 

proportion of the student body (De souza 1974). The Public 

School, selected in the study fulfiled all these requirements. 

Missionary Schoo~ .- .1~ defined as a type of school·~ which is 
< 

run by christian 1'1ission. 

Central School is a school run by the Central Government. Cen

tral schools~ all over the country follow a uniform syllabus 

and prepare their students for the CBSE examinations. 

Government School is a school run by the state Government. 

In Delhi, the Delhi Administtation is responsible for middle, 

secondary and senior secondary schools. 



One school each from the 4 types of schools was chosen 

for this study. 

According to Piaget (1952) the formal operational stage 

of intellectual development in children comes at the age of 

12 and above. This is the stage when the child can think in 

abstract terms·, follow lO.Jical pro.t?ositions and reasons for 

hypothesis. He can isolate the elements,of a problem an~ 

systematically explore all possible solutions to problem. 

Keeping this aspect in mind the sample of the present study 

consisted of students of class VIII belonging to the age group 

of 12-13 years; from each class, only one fourth of the total 

number was chosen using random numbers after listing them all 

in an alphabetical order. To these selected children the 

"giftedness 11 scale and intelligence test by Jalota administered. 

On the basis of the score obtained by'each student on the two 

tests, the final sample was chosen, after excluding those who 

could not qualify the min~um requirement (i.e. below score 38 

\vhich is below average intelligence on the Intelligent test and 

below score 30 which is below average scote-o~ the-giftedness 

scale). Jtccording to 9 point stanine scale in Jalota•s intelli

gence test, the score 30-35~~~e described as low score and where

as the score 39-47 have considered as average score. Thus it 

oos considered to take up score 38 as the cut point to include.; 

students in sample. 
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Similarly in"giftedness scale 11 the score 30 represent 

the absence of all most all traits. so the student with . 
score 30 was considered to be excluded from the sample. 

Thus in all 20 students were available from pUblic school 

22 students from central school, 24 students from Delhi Admini-

stration school and 34 students from Missionary school. The 

distribution of the sample school-Hise is presented in the 

table 1 belm·l. 

TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE STUDENT SAMPLE ll~ TERI1S OF THE 4 SCHOOLS 

Hale 

Female 

Total 

TOOLS USED 

Public 
school 

11 

9 

20 

~ (a) Giftedness scale a 

Central 
School 

15 

7 

22 

Delhi 
Admn •. 
run 
school 

24 

24 

Hissionary 
school 

18 

16 

34 

Total 

68 

32 

100 

For identifying the gited children a giftedness 

scale vias devised. This scale consisted of some of the 

major characteristics which were generally possessed by 

gifted stuaents. These characteristics were chosen from the' 

various studies, which were conducted earlier and presented 

in Review Chapter. 
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The items are drawn mainly based on the studies by Bhatt (1966) 
. 

w.Abraham (1958), P. witty (1952), and Deo (1969). 

The present scale has been prepared keeping in view the 

academic out put of students, original contributions that they 

make in vatious fields including proficiency in class sUbjects, 

ability to grasp and comprehend, language fluency, mathamatical 

ability, abstraction capability, curricular activities and ori-

ginal contribution towards the same, ability to generate new 

ideas and new methods of problem solving. 

The teacher's ratings in the identification of gifted 

children though may not have a reliability high enough to be 

entirely depended upon, yet it has been found to be used 

jointly with other criteria~ : 

various Researchers like Bhatt (1966), Deo (1969) and 

Pandit (1973) have used some ttait ratings for identifying 

talents. According to them ratings are not reliable enough 

to be solely relied upon and at the same time not unreliable 

enough to be summarely discarded. Rather it can be used 

jointly with other as a criteria and as an effective instru-

ment for identifying talents among school children. 

' Not only the giftedness scale was administered on 

_students, the teachers were also given a scale equivalent to 

the students scale and asked to rate .each child on it tor 

giftedness. 
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To obtain further more reliability on giftedness a similar 

equivalent scale was also given to pa~ents requiring them to 

rate their respective children on the giftedness dimension. 

-Thus the scores obtained by each child on all the 3 scales 

were compiled to aetermine the giftedness of a child. 

For the students the scale contained 13 items each to be 

scored on a 3-point scale, viza, never, sometimes, always. 

'Never• being assigned 
I I , 

a weight of 1~ •sometLmes• assigned a 
\ I 

weight of 1 2 1 and •Always• being assigned a weight of 3. The 

total maximum score a child can obtain on this scale was 39, 

and a minimum of 13. 

The scale on which the teachers rated student on gifted~ 

ness consisted of 7 items to be scored on a 3-point scale as 

in the case of student's scale. The maximum score-a teacher 

can assigned for a student was 21 sn4 the minimum was 7. 

The scale given to parents for identif~cation of the gifted 

again was to be score on a 3-point scale as in the other 2 scales, 

with the scores ranging between a minimum of 6 and a maximum 

of 18. 

The total scores obtained by each child on all the 3 

scales of giftedness was noted down, and a composite score on 

giftedness dimension was v-Jorked by adding them up. The range 

of these scores was 26-78. 

Gifted children were identified as those who scored above 

66 out of the maximum total scores possible (78). In other 
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words those who scored 85% (percent) and above on those 3 

scales taken together were ·considered as gifted on this scal,e. 

To arrive at the final selection of the gited, the scores .. 
on Jalota• s Intelligence test for each student \-las also con-

sidered. Those ~rho scored above 85% (percent) (73+) on this 

scale were ·, included _for identifying the gifted. 

Thus in the final analysis gifted "''ere those \..rho scored 

85% (percent) and above on the giftedness scale as well as 85% 

(percent) and above on Jalota•s Intelligence test. 

(b) Intelligence Tes~ (Jalota, 1950) : 

This standardized test was developed by s. Jalota in 

1950. This test consists of activities which involve verbal, 

numerical and reasoning tasks. This test of general ability 

consisted of 100 items, divided into five separate categories of 

20 tasks each. The 5 categories were ( i) Vocabvlary ( ii) Class i-

tication (iii) Number series (iv) Analogies {v) Reasoning. 

The items were mixed and arranged in an empirically determined 

order of increasing difficulty. 

scoring 

Jalota had devised 9 point stanine scale for total scores. 
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TABLE 2 

9 POINJ.' SCALE INDICATING SCORE OF Il\lTELLIGENCE TEST 

l 4 5' 6 7 8 9 

Poor ver.y_ ~uil: l!>ull LOw Average Bright Sup- Va SU- Excellent 
eriorpperi-

or 

Scores 

0-11 

(c) 

11-20 21-29 30-38 39-47 48-56 57-65 66-72 73 + 

~son.aTtty Trait Test • • 

Cattell (1958) developed the H.s.P.Q. The H.S.PaQ• 

is useful for teachers, guidance specialist, for clinical and 

research workers. This instrument gives an ~jective analysis 

of the students personality which also supplement the teachers 

personal evaluation. The H.S.P. Q measures fourteen distinct 

dimension of traits of personality. By -v1orking with these 14, 

scores the psycho~ogiests can obtain prediction of school 

achievement, of vocational'fitness of danger of delinquency, 

of livelihood of leadership qualities and of need for clini-

cal help in avoiding neurotic conditions. The reading level 

of the test is adapted to ages 11-12 through 18 years, ·and 

the scoring can be done rapidly by a stencil key. 

Each of the 14 dimensiomof personality is measured by the 

H.s~P.Q. Each dimension is defined by two poles of extremes~ 
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The left hand one is score at the lov1 end and the right hand 

at the high end. The description of the 14 dimensions are 

given below : 

TABLE 3 

PERSONALITY DTI11!;NSIONS O.r· H.s.P.Q 

LOw sten score 

1. Reserved 

2. Less Intelligent 

3. Affected by feelings 

4. Phlegmatic 

5. Obedient 

6. sober 

7. Expedient 

8. Shy 

9. Tough minded 

10. · Vigorous 

11. Placid 

12. Group dependent 

13 Indisciplined 

14. Relaxea 

Factor High sten score 

Outgoing 

More Intelligent 

Emotional stable 

Excitable 

Assertive 

Happy-go-lucky 

Conscientious 

Venturesome 

Tender tvlinded 

Doubting 

Appr ehe ns i ve 

self-sufficient 

control lea 

Tense 

This test covers quite comprehensively all the major cti-· 

mensic;:m of human personality. However in this inventory high 
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scores are not necessarily 11good 11 and lov.r scores "bad 11
• This 

may be true of abiliti~s~but in personality each type of tern-

perament usually has both good and bact points. For example, 

in dimension "A" the high scoring warm hearted person is rated 

as good, natural attentive to people and trustful.But his easy 

goingness means that his promises do not always mean ~s~such as 

' those of person at the low score pole ot tactor A. The latter 

is precious ana aepend.able in his work but his aloofness and 

stiffness is not so attractive socially. 

(d) Creativity Test Battery .t 

This battery was developed by Baq~--:- Mehdi (19'13 ) 

In the preparation of the verbal and non-verbal test of creati-

vity tasks pertaining to four traits such as tluency, tlexibi-

lity, originality and elaboration have been usect. The non-

verbal test measure the. inaividuals ability to <leal with fi-

gural content in a creative manner. The type of activities in-
, 

eluded in this test are - picture construction, picture com-

pletion ana triangles ana ellipses. 

The non-verbal test of creative thinking is inten-

ded to measure the individuals ability to aeal with figural 

content in a creative manner. The pictures are scored for ela-

boration and orginality. 

In the scoring guide the weights have been given tor 

all original responses. The scores may be airectly entered in 
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the answer sheets by closely rollowing the scoring guide. 

The scores on the test give information about those 

thinking abilities which are not measure by intelligence tests. 

These abilities have been found to be related to creative 
. 

thinking. Only the composite creativity score should be used 

for grading pupdls on creativity._ The total raw scores of each 

activity was converted into sten scores by applying the for-

mula x-m with mean 50 and SD 10. 

PROCEDURE : 

In order to collect the needed information from the 

schools, the principals were contactea for permission and the 

teachers Here requested to give one hour a day for conducting 

these tests. 

The data t·rere collected by administering the test in a 

group all the students, selected as given in sampling section in 

four sittings on different days. :Be·fore· final ;:lata collection, a 

pilot study H2s c2rried out to tesi.: the suit,Jbility of the g,iftcc1ncss 
scalee The giftedness scale vras given to the class teacher, 

parents of students and to the students themselves of each school. 

The other tests \vere also administered to students on 

different days. While administering the tests chosen tor the 

stuay, the instructions were given to students as it is given 

in the manuals concerned. The objective of the study tvas ex-
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plained to the students before the start of the test. 

ST liT IST ICAL Al:-J'ALYS IS USED : 

To identify the nurriber of gifted and average students in 

the .four different types of school "giftedness scale" devised 

by the researcher and Jalota•s intelligence scales were used 

_(Details in the Tools section). 

(1) The mean and SD of the creativity scores of the 

gifted and average students were calculated for each school. 

The obtained differences vJere subjected to t-test to ascer

tain if the creativity scores of students differed in terms 

of the typ·es of school. 

(2) The mean and SO of the H.s.P.Q. scores of the gifted 

and average students were calculated~- for each factor sepa-

r ately. The obtained differences·. in the scores on each dimen

sion for both gifted and average students were subjected to a 

t-test to ascertain if the scores on each personality dimen-

sion differed in terms of the two groups. 

(3) The pearson product moment co-efficient of cor-

relation was used to ascertain the relationshio between in-.. 
telligence and creativity, creativity and personality, ana 

intelligence and personality of gifted and average students. 



ANALYSIS 



ANALYSIS AND INTERPRF:I' AT ION OF DATA 

The main objective~-; of the Present stUdy was to 

compare the gifted and average students in terms of crea-

tivity and personality factorse Specifically the study 

aimed.to find out it gittect children were significantly 

more creative than average children and if they differed 

in certain personality traits from the latter. 

For this purpose it was essential to first identify 

the gifted children from the average ones in a school 

setting. As mentioned in the methodology chapter four 

types ot school:. were chosen £rom which children of 

class VIII were taken and were administered the specially 

devised giftedness scale as well as the Jalota Group 

Intelligence scale. All those who scored above 85% on 

the intelligence scale were taken as gifted children 

and the remaining were taken as average children. Those 

who scored 30 per cent in giftedness scale and below 

30-38 per cent in Jalota•s intelligence test were 
. 

excluded from the study as they did not come up to even 

average level. Thus a total number of 100 children were 

available of which 23 were gifted children according to the 
r 

definition ot this stuo.y "Iuentitication of giftea students 

and Stuay ot their personality and. creativity in tour 

difterent type of schools "• 



The gifted and type of School 

The gifted children in the four types of schoot ._ 

are presented in table 1 below 

Table - 1 

Distr~bution of gifted children in the 

4 types of Schoo~ _, 

Total Public Central Delhi Missi-
Population School Admi.ni- onary 
covered stration 

run 
school 

Gifted 3~ . 9 4 7(-
(35%~ 

( {37.5%) ( ~1-. 76%) ~ ( 14%} 

Average 13 19 15 30 

Total 20 22 24 34 

As is observed in the above table there appe~rs 

relatively more gifted students in the public school as 

compared to the other 3 scho9ls. Though no significant 

results could be obtained, ..-the trend of differential number __. 

of gifted children identified in the different types of 

school, to an extent validates the Hypothesis which states 

that ·~he proportion of gifted children to the total 

strength of a particular class will vary amongst the four 

tyPes of school : 
.-f 



Those identified as gifted children (N-23) were 

compared with the average children {N-77) on a number 

of variablessuch as creativity7 personality factors and 

socio-demographic variables across the four types of 

S9hOOls. 

creativity Amongst the Gifted aAd AveraQe 

In the present study an attempt was made to ascertain 

if there is a correlation between Intelligence and creativity 

and if this in turn varied in terms of the gifted and average 

children of 4 different types of schooL:·. Those identified 

as gifted were 23 in all and 77 were average students. 

Table-2 presents the mean creativity scores, SD and t-v.~l~$ 

between the gifted and average students. 

Table 2 

Mean creativity Scores SD and t values 

of the gifted and average students 

Mean 

SD 

N 

t = 7.26 

Gifted 

52.25 

·7.37 

23 

p =(o.os 

Average 

65.25 

9.69 

77 

df = 98 



It is evident from the above results that gifted 

students were significantly more creative than average 

students, irrespective of the schools in which they 

studied. This finding t validated~~ypothesis-whidh stated 

th?t "there will be a difference in the creativity scores 

between the gifted and average students~ When this factor 

(creativity) was seen in terms of the four type_s of 

schools viz, public school, central school, Delhi Admini-

stration run school and missionary school the following 

picture emerged. Table (3 and figure 1). 

Table - 3 

creativity scores in terms of 4 types of schools 

Mean 

SD 

N 

PUblic 
school 

G A 

47.15 57.43 

5.58 6.78 

7 13 

t value t = 3.63 
df = 18 

p = (.os 

G = Gifted 

G 

central 
School 

A 

59.93 66.75 

5.70 8.31 

3 19 

t = 1.79 
df = 20 

p = NS 

A 

Delhi Admini- Mission
stration run ary 
school . school 

G A G A 

51.28 68.39 57.61 68.00 

6.34 9-.14 4~71 9.82 

9 15 4 30 

t = 5.41 t = 3.52 
df = 22 df = 32 
p = (:.ol p = (.o.o?. 

= Average 
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Following conclusions emerge from the 

, above analysis. 

le Of the four schools, public school students 

had the highest mean creativity scores (M 47.15) followed 

by students of Delhi Administration run school, missionary 

school and central school in that order. 

2. within the same school there was a significant 

difference,/ in creativity score ~tween gifted and 

average students in three schools, except central school 

where no such significant differences were found between 

gifted and average students. 

In other words gifted students had shown signifi

cantly higher creativity scores as compared to the 

average students in all except central school. These 

results have been sub-stantiated by the graph (fig-1) 

where-in it is seen that the length of the bar of the · 

gifted is far shorter than that of the average indicating 

a higher level of creativity (figure-1). 

Thus one may conclude that creativity is high 

amongst the gifted as compared to average across and 

within the same school. 

Personalit;( traits ,amongst th~ gifted and average students 

~Cattell (1958) developed the H.s.P.Q, which measures 

fourteen distinct dimensions-or traits of per.sonality. 

By working with these fourteen scores the psychologists 



can obtain predictions of school achivement, of vocational 

fitness, of danger of delinquency, of .livelihood, of 

leadership qualities and of need for clinical help in 

avoiding neurotic conditions etc. Each dimension is 

defined by two poles of extremes. The left hand one is a 

score at the .low and the right hand at the high end. 

The description of the fourteen dimensions are given below. 

Table - 4 

·• 
BRIE.F DESCRIPI' ION OF THE FOURTEEN HSPQ PERSONALITY FACI'ORS Y 

LOW STEN SCORE 
DESCRIPI' ION( 1-3) 

A boy or girl with low 
score is: 

Reserved, Detached, 
critical, cool 

Less Intelligent,concrete
Thinking, of Lo-v1er Schol
astic Hental Capacity 

Affected by Feeling~,. . 
Emotionally less s~J~ 
E~sily upset, Change-able, 
of Lower Ego Strength 

Phlegmatic, Deliberate, 
Inactive, stodgy 

ALPHAB£TIC 
DESIGNATION 

OF 
FAcrOR 

HIGH STEN SCORE 
D.t;SCRIPI' ION (8-10) 

A 

B 

c 

D 

A boy or girl with 
high score is& 

·outgoing, warmhearted', -
Easy-going, Participating 

More Intelligent,Abstra
ct Thinking, Bright, of 
Higher Scholastic Mental 
Capacity. 

Emotionally Stable, 
Faces Reality, Calm, 
of Higher Ego strength 

Excitable, Impatient, 
Demanding, Overactive 



LOW STEN SCORE 
DESCRIPI' ION( 1.3) 

ALPHABETIC 
DES IGNAT ION 

OF 
FAcrOR 

Obedient, Mild, Confor
ming, submissive 

sober,Prudent,serious 

E 

F 

Expedient,Evades Rules, G 
Feels fe'tt;r Obligations, 
Has weaker superego strength 

Shy ,Restrained, Diffident, - _._ -- H; 
Timid 

Tough-r-1inaed,· self-Reliant, 
Realistic,' 

Vigorous,Goes Readily with 
Group, zestful, Given to 
Action 

Placid, Confident, serene, 
Untroubled 

Group-Dependent, A"Joiner" 
And sound Follower 

I 

J 

0 

Undisciplined Self-Contlict, o3 Careless of Protocol, Follows 
own Urges, Has LOw Integration 

Relaxed, Tranquil, Torpid, 
Unfr ustr a ted 

HIGH STEN SCORE 
DESCRIPTION (8-10) 

Assertive, Aggressive, 
stubborn, Dominant 

Happy-go-lucky, Impul
sively Lively 

conscientious, Rule
Bound,Has stronger 
superego strength 

venutresome, socially 
Bold, Spontaneous 

05u 

Tender-Minded, Dependent, 
Over Protected,Sensitive 

Doubting, Obstructive, 
Reflective,Internal+Y 
Restrained, Unwilling 
to Act 

Apprehensive, worrying, 
Depressive, Troubled, 
Guilt Prone 

Self-Sufficient, Prefers 
Own decisions~Resourceful 

controlled, socially 
Precise, Self-Disciplined, 
Has High Self-Concept 
control 

Tense, Driven, Overwro
ught, Frustrated 



The scores on each dimension were converted into 

sten scores and each studen~s sten score was calculated. 
-\Refer to Methodilogy for details) 

' 
Dim~nsions of Personalitx and the Gifted 

Dimension - 1 :- It indicates whether a person is reserved 

or warm-hearted, detached or participating or aloof~ 

I± the sten scores is low, this dimension would indicate:' 

the person to be reserved, detached, critical, aloof, 

stiff etc. On the other hand if the stens ~core is high, 

then it would indicate the person to be warm-hearted, 

outgoing,easy going, participating etc. When gi±ted and 

average students were compared on this dimensions it was 

found that (Refer Table - 5) 

Mean 

SD 

N 

Table - 5 

_Comparison of gifted and average students 

on dimension - 1 (Factor A) 

Gifted 
Mean sten score 

7.04 

1.53 

t = 2 ell df = 98 

.Average 
Mean sten score 

6.28 

1.56 

77 

P( o~o5 

05~ 
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average students were significantly more r~served, critical 

and aloof than the gi~teo students, 

Dimension - 2 ana the gittect Factor (B) 

This dimension indicates whether a person is dull 

or bright. LOw sten scores would indicate dullness 

whereas high sten score would indicate brightness and 

the person•s intelligence. In this regard there was a 

significant difference between gifted and average students 

with gifted showing brightness & higher intelligence than 

the average stuaents. Table below presents the mean sten 

score for the gifted and average students. 

Mean 

SD 

N 

Table - 6 

Mean, sten score of Dimension 2 for gifted 

and average students (Factor B) 

Gifted 

7~86 

1.15 

23 

Average 

5.55 

1.35 

77 

t = 8.55 df = 98 p = < .o1 

Dimension-3 anu the gi~teo 

The low sten scores on this dimension of H.s.p.Q. 

indicates the person to be emotionally less stable, easily 
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upset and have lower ego strength, whereas high sten score on 

this dimension would indicate the person to be emotionally 

stable
1
calm and have higher ego strength. When the gifted and 

the average were compa.red on this dimension the following pic-

ture emerged. 

TABLE - 7 

YiEAN STEN SCORE OF DIMENSION 3 FOR GIFTED k"JD AVERAGE $TUDENT,S 

Mean 

SD 

N 

t=4.73 

Gifted 

23 

df=98 

(:B'A.crOR - C) 

Average 

5.75 

1 .. 58 

77 

p(.O.Ol 

---~--·--------------------~---

It is seen from the above table that the gifted and average 

students ~iffered significantly on this aspect of personality. 

To be more specific the gifted were significantly more stable, 

emotionally mature and faced realities of life with relatively 

more equanimity than the average students. 

Dimension 4 and the gifte_g 

Higher sten scores on this dimension would indicate ex-

citable, impatient, demanding' overactive whereas lower stan 

scores woula indicate inactive·, stodgy, and phlegmatic, etc~ 



Table-a presents the mean sten scores of the gifted and aver-

age students. 

TABLE - 8 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF Dn1ENSION 4 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

·-----------·--··--· ----- ·------------ ---·---------------
Gifted 

·-~..-....41W.... WU&? 

Mean 6.17 

SD 1.78 

N 23 

t=1.37, df=98 

Average 
--------==:===-----~·-·---·~ 

p=N.s. 

5.62 

1.59 

77 

It is found from the above table that though the gifted appea-

red to be relatively over active and more demanding as com-

pared to the average students,these differences were not 

found to be statistically significant. 

Dimension 5 and the gifted 

Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate traits 

like assertive, aggressive, stubborn and dominant. whereas low 

sten score would indicate obedient, mild and submissive. 

Table 9 presents the mean, SD and t-value of the scores of 

this dimension. 
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TABLE - 9 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF DIMENSION 5 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

Mean 

SD 

N 

t=4.07 

Gifted Average 
--------&-----------------------~-~---

7.08 5.53 
,. 

1.50 1.99 

23 77 

df=98 p(o.o1 

From the above analysis it is seen that the sten scores of the 

gifted is significantly more than those of average students. 

In other words gifted are significantly more dominant than the 

average students. 

Dimension 6 and the Qifted 

This dimension indicates to what extent a person is sober, 

prudent or happy-go-lucky and impulsively lively. Higher sten 

score on this dimension would indicate happy-go-lucky, and 

impulsively lively whereas low sten score would indicate sober, 

prudent and seriousness. Table below presents the comparison 

between gifted and average on this dimension. 

TABLE - 10 

MEAN STEN SCORE ON DlMENSION 6 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDEl-n'S 

Gifted 

Mean 6.48 

SD 1. 74 

N 23 

...__..., '"7 rl£=9A 

------------·-------

n (_ o.os 

Average 

5.40 

1.92 

77 
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The above findings show that gifted and average very signi

ficantly on this dimension, with gifted showing significantly 

more enthusiasm and a happy - go- lucky disposition than the 

average students. 

I 

Dimension 7 and the .gifted (factor G) 

.. 
Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate con-

scientious, rule-bound and has strong superego strength and 

whereas lower sten score on this dimension would indicate 

expedient, evades rules and has weaker superego strength. 

Table ~ 11 presents the results of gifted and average students 

cqmpa.red on this dimension. 

TABLE 11 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF D:n1ENSION 7 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

--~----~------· 

Gifted Average -------------
Mean 6.65 4.94 

SD 1.60 1.83 

N 23 77 

t=4.38 d£=98 p~.01 

From the above table it is seen that the gifted are signifi-

cantly more conscientious, persistent and have a stronger 

superego than the average students. 
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Dimension 8 and the•gifted (factor H) 

Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate traits 

such as venturesome, socially bold-and spontaneous whereas the 

lower sten score would indicate traits like shy, restrained and 

diffident. Table~12 presents':-'the results of gifted arid average 

students. 

TABLE - 12 

Iv'.i.E~U srEN SCORE OF Dn1ENSION 8 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

Gi~,&d 

Mean 5.69 

SD le92 

N 23 

t=2.25 df=98 

Average 

4.70 

1.14 

77 

p L.... 0 .os 

comparative analysis of the sten score of the gifted and aver

age students shov1ed ·tha.t the gifted students were significantly 

more adventurous and socially bold than the average students. 

Dimension 9 and gifted (factor I) 

Higher sten score on this dimension indicates tenderminded

ness, overprotected, spontaneous whereas lower sten score would 

indicate traits as tough-minded, self-reli~~± realistic and no

nonsense. Table below presents the mean sten scores for the 

two groUpsc..and· the t values. 
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TABLE 13 

MEAN STEN SCORe OF DIMENSION 9 FOR GIETED AND AVERAGE 

Gifted Average 

Mean 5.21 5.31 

1.92 

N 23 77 

t=o. 2 2 d£=9a ·: p=N.S 

The findings from the above table indicate_ that the gifted 

and the average students did not differ significantly on this 

dimension though the gifted were found to be relatively more 

toughminded, self-reli~t and realistic than the average 

students. 

Dimension · .10 and the gifted (factor J) 

Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate 

doubting, obstructiveJreflective whereas lower sten score 

v10uld indicate as goes readily with g_rot.ip; ze~tful, ·and-.·;, 

given to action. Table.14 presents the score on this dimen

sion for the two groups. 



TABLE 14 

MEAN srEN SCORE OF DIMENSION 10 FOR GIFTED AND AVERAGE 

srUDENTS 

Gifted 

Mean 5.39 

SD 2.06 

N 23 

t=0.67 df=98 p=N.s. 

1.98 

77 

As it is evident from the above table that there appears to 

be no significant differences between the gifted and average 

students on this dimension though the average students 

appear:.· to be relatively more reflective, doubting, umdlling 

to act and internally restrained. 

Dimensi£>_1}_ 11 and the ~ifte_d (factor 0) 

This dimension of personality refers to traits such as 

self-assured, placid secure.versus worrying, troubled , in

secure and self-reproaching. 

Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate 

worrying, depressive, troubled; guilt prone whereas lower 

sten score would indicate placid, confident, serene, and un-

troubled• The table below presents mean sten score of the 

two groups. 
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TABLE 15 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF DlMENSION 11 FOR GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE 
·----------------- -----

Gifted Average 

Mean 5.56 5.92 

SD 2.08 2.18 

N 23 77 

.t=o. 73 df=98 p=N .s. 

It is evident from the above findings ~hat the average students 
~ 

appear to be rrore worrying, troubled·/\ guilt prone whereas gifted 

students appear to be more confident, serene, and untroubled 

though these differences were not found to be statistically 

·significant. 

Dimension 12 and the gifted (F.~ctor o
2
> I. 

i, 

Higher sten score on this dimension would indicate a 

·'· person who is self-=sufficient, prefers own decist~ · and where-

as lower sten score would indicate him to be a group dependent, 

a joiner and a souhd follower. 

Table 16 presents the mean scores for gifted and average. 

I 'i 



TABLE 16 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF FACI'OR 0
2 

OF GIFI'ED Al~D AVERAGE 

----- ·--------···~----·--·-----------··· 

Gifted 

Mean 6.61 

· SD 1.61 

N 23 

t=6.56 d£=98 

4.05 

1.77 

77 

iJ 

The above results shows that gifted were significantly more 

self-sufficient, resourceful and preferred their own deci-

sion whereas the average students were socially group and 

others dependent. 

Dimension 13 and gifted (factor o
3

> 

Higher sten score on this di~ension would inaicate traits 

like controlled, socially precise, selr-aisciplinect, ana has 

high self-concept control whereas lower sten score would indi-

cate follows own urges, has low integration and undisciplined 

self~conflict. Table below presents the mean score of gifted 

and average students. 

061 



TM3LE~ 
MEAN Sl'EN SCORE OP PACTOR a

3 
OF GH~Ev AND AVERAGE STUDEI:ifl'S 

-------------~----------------

Gifted Average 
---------~~--------------------_j_.~-.~-----------

Mean 5.61 

SD 1. 74 

N 23 

t=O .55 df=98 

5.38 

2.04 

77 

·p=N .s • 

From the above table it is observed that gifted and average 

students did not differ significantly on this dimension 

though the gifted were found to be more socially precise, 

self-disciplined, and has high self-concept control as com-

- pared ,to average students. 

Dimension 14 and the gifted 

Higher sten score on this dimension indicates tense, 

driven, overthought whereas lower sten score would indicate 

relaxed; tranquil and unfrustrated. 

TABLE 18 

MEAN STEN SCORE OF G IFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENTS ------------------
~~-======~~A~v~e=r=a~g=e~-==·=-==~---====~== 

Mean 5.91 5.49 

SD 2.22 2.18 

N 23 77 

t=0.81 d£=98 p=N.S. 



From the above table it is seen that gifted and the average 

do not differ significantly on this dimension, though gifted 

seem to be significantly more frustrated driven and overthought 

as compared to average students. 

Profile of the gifted and average stuqents on all the 14 Eer

sonality dimensioqs 

Figure II presents the profile of the gifted and average 

on all the 14 personality dimension. 

From the figure, one may derive the following conclusions 

( 1) Th€ gifted are high on dimension onei Dimension.- tv-10, 

Dimension three, DL11ension four, Dimension five, Dimension s"ix, 

Dimension seven, Dimension eight, Dimension twelve~ Dimension 

thirteen, and DL11ension fourteen. These factors deal with those 

aspects of personality such as intelligence,participating, 

emotionally stable, demanding, assertive, ·happy-go-lucky1 dbn

scientious, venturesome, self-sufficient, controlled and over

thought. 

( 2) The average students are found to be high on dimension nine, 

dimension ten and dimension eleven which states that the aver

age-~- ;;::,s appears to be more tenderminded reflective, internally l 

restrained, troubled and guilt prone as compared to gifted 

students. Thus the gifted are by and large found to be warm

hearted, easy going, bright, ·emotionally stable etc. 
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'fct~t-tlC~.\1~ 
These findings of personality dimensions have+valictated the 

hypothesis wh.ich states that the "gifted and average students 

will vary on all the 14 dimensions of personality". 

Relationship between creativity and intelligence amongst 

gifted and average students 

since gifted students were found to be significantly more 

creative than average students an attempt was made to ascer-

tain if creativity was also a function of intelligence. In 

other words if a student is more intelligent would be more 

creative also. To ans\ver this querYy product moment coeffi-

cient of correlation was computed between the creativity 

scores and IQ of gifted and average students separately. Table 

19 below presents the r-value between creativity and intelli

gence for the two groups that is, gifted and average for each 

school. vmen the creativity scores are correlated witr IQ 

scores, it is seen that higher the intelligence higher the 

creativity scores and vice-versa. When these correlations are 

compared between the gifted and average the following picture 

emerges (Table 19 below) 
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TABLE 19 

r VALU.ll;S BETWEEN CREAT IVJTY Ai.'l'D INI'ELLIGENCE 

category Public central Delhi Missionary 
School School Admin is .. School 

tration 
run 
school 

Gifted + 0 .. 39 + 0.84 + 0.93 + 0.39 
p=\05 p={Ol p=-(01. p=4p1 

Average ·- 0.90 - 0.68 - 0.88 - 0.82 
p=~l p=(O.l p=(Ql p={Ol 

For all schools r between 

Gifted + 0.53 
p=~l 

Average - 0.73 
p=(Ol 

Following conclusions emerge from the above table 

' 
1. The gifted students from all sci:hooJ.s possess high corre-

lation between intelligence and creativity. 

2. On the other hand in the case of average students there 

appears a negative correlation between intelligence and 

creativity. 

3. correlation between intelligence and creativity also varies 

significantly amongst the four types of schools in the case 

of gifted category. 

These findings validated the hypothesis which states 

that ·~here will be a linear correlation between creativity 

and intelligence and correlation between these variables 



will vary when a comparison will be mad.e between gittec.i. and. 

average groups. 

OdG 

To sum up the above results, one may say that in the case 

of gifted. children higher the IQ higher the creativity and 

lower the IQ the lower the creativity. On the other hand in 

the case of average students there is a reversal in the trend 

viz: higher the IQ lower the creativity and lower the IQ higher 

the creativity. 

Relationship between creativity ana personalitX traits amonsst 

~gifted and average students 

Table - 20 below presents correlation between creativity 

and. personality dimension after due corrections for low score 

in creativity indicates high creativity tor the purpose o~ 

inferences·. Only those correlations which had r=.30 and above 

have been taken as significant relationship. 

TABLE 20 

r VALli"ES BE:I'WEE:N GREAT IVITY k"JD PERSONALJTY TRAlTS M".iONGST THE 

GIFTED AND AVERAGE 

:Name of traits Gifted Average 

Factor A .~4 ~09 

B + .42 + .o~ 

c .09 .oa 

D .10 .15 



Name of traits Gifted Average 

Factor E + ~20 + .~1 

F + .13 + .os 
~ G + ~36 + .11 

H + ~24 + al3 

I + ~22 .19 

J + .07 - .29 

0 + .43 - ell 

02 + .51 .... .02 

03 - .17 - .12 

04 + .51 + .13 

The following results emerge from the above table. 

(1) In the case of gifted children, creativity is higher amongst 

those who are less reserved, more intelligent, possessing 

stronger super-ego st.rength, self-reproaching, •:self-sufficient 

and with high tension. 

(2) On the other hand. in the case of average students not a 

single r value was above .30. This indicates that creativity 

scores do not correlate with any of the 14 factors. 
II 

(' 
This validated the hypothesis which states that there will 

be linear correlation, --between creativity and personality ( 

factors. 

To sum up the result7 one may say that - ·creativity 
~ I 

is higher among gifted childrenr. 
\ 

, because they possess 



degree of intelligence, ego strength, high ergic tension and 

more creative than the average:c;hlldrc.e.1'1. 

Intelligence and Personality dimeqsion amongst the gifted and 

average students. 

Since~gifted students were found to be significantly more 

intelligent than average students an attempt was mage to ascer

tain if intelligence was also a function of different persona-

lity traits. 

Onb/\those correlation whichr ~~~re - -~ above .30 are consi-
~. 

dered. The r·value less than .30 have taken as indicating 

negligible relat:ion~hip ~ '1' (lble. 21 beJ·ow present A·the 1~-val ue 

fat- gifted and t.i.v..::r <t9-:! stuQ,ents. 
TABLE 21 

r VALUES BEI'WEEN INI'ELLIGENCE AND PERSONALITY TRArrS AHONGST 

THE GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

Name of traits Gifted Avera9..e 

Factor A - Oa1l - 0.10 

B + o.os - 0.03 

c 0.21 o.os 

D - o .o1 - 0.09 

E - 0.17 + 0.18 

F - 0.34 - o.o3 

G + 0.10 + Oo05 

H - o.o2 + o.o4 
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Name of trai·ts Q;tifted Av~rage; 
-----------~ 

Factor I - 0.07 0.09 

J · o·.26 
---- 0 e 11 

C>" + Q.29 -, 0.13 

02 + 0.09 +·0.12 

Q3 - 0.16 + o.os 

Q~ + o.31 + 0.52 

*· 1. It is evident from the above tai)le that there appears a 

positive but vc:;ry negliqible cor relation between intelligence 

and personal it· factor B, factor G, factor 0 and factor 02 

in the case of gi ft·2d children o 

2. The o·ther ha.nd there is a posi·tive relationship between 

intelligence and factor o4 (High ergic tension) in the case of 

gifted children. 

3. A 'Jositive bLrt tL:gligible correl<:"cion 'r.'as found betv-1een 

intelligence and nersonality factor E, factor G, factor H, 

o
2

, factor o3 , in the cose of averc:~ge chiJ.Jren. 

4.. Intelligence i::r;:'s 2lso found to be posi·tively correlated 

,.Jith f<Jctor Qtr in C<3se of average children. 

The above findings hYTJOthes is that intelligence 

and l;ersonality foe-tors vd.ll vary betvJccn <JLcted a,Jd average 

students .. 

To<: sur:l L11;:>, there appears <::t relatively very very 

low relationship bet1 'et-m intell.igence and personality ~actors 

in the case of both 1;:;ifted and average children for all 

scho>Jl~o 



socio - demographic profile of gifted students. 

Having ccmpared the gifted and average students on crea

tivity and 14 dimensions of personality and having found a 

significant difference between the gifted and aver~ge students 

on many of these factors, it was deemed necessary to ascertain 

if the gifted and aver age also differ in their socio - economic 

and demogr~phic status. The factors considered under socio -

demographic factors include age, sex, parent's education, parent's · 

occupation, number of members in the family, parental attitude 

towards children etc. 

Residence - Since the schools were chosen from the city of 

Delhi all the studens cons~ituting the sample resided in the 

<::=ity of Delhi from childhood and thus were all from urban back

ground. 

Age Being 8th class students, all of them more or less be-. 

longed to the same age group 12 + years with a few months va

riation on ei'ther E: ide • 

. ~ Of the 100 students 68 were males and 32 were female 

students. When the sex factor was considered in terms of gift

edness the following pic~~ emerged as given in the table below. 
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TABLE 22 

SEX-WISE D IST R m UI' ION OF STUDENTS IN THE FOUR S0100LS 

Public Central Delhi Missionary Total 
School School Admin is- School 

tration 
G -· A G A G A G A G A ' I • 

\. 

Male 5 6 1 14 9 15 1 17 16 '52 

Female 2 7 2 5 X X 3 13 7 25 

Total 7 13 3 19 9 15 4 30 

There appears to be relatively more gifted amongst the 
,j 

malet}than in the females. Gifted are relatively more in the 

public school and with1Cthis there appears to be more male 

gi:Eted than females.. However11\:he sample of gifted children 
1\ 

is very small no specific conclusions could be drawn. 

~rent • s education and occupation 

When the educational level of the parent's was compared 

between gifted and average students it was found that of the 

23 gifted students there was none who had both parents un

educated, whereas 37 students from the average group had pa

rents who had studied less than higher secondary level or even 
( 

primary level. Table - 23 shows the background of education 

level of parents of the gifted and average students. 



TABLE 23 

EVUCAT IONAL LEVEL OF PARENTS OF THE GIFTED AND AVERAGE 

STUDENTS SaiOOI-WISE 

Educational 
level or 
parents 

Public 
school 

Central 
School 

Delhi 
Admn. 

Missio
nary Total 

G A G A G A G A G A 

Both~ parent~ 
Gradua e and 4 2 2 2 5 1 3 2 14 7 
above 

... 
Both Gr aduatJ O.Yl 2 6 l 8 4 7 1 13 8 34 

i 
One or both 
less thari 

;1 -". 

Higher '§ 0 9 0 7 15 ~· . ' 

Secondary 
'_/ 

.. ' 

Total f)' f'!> 3 19 9 15 4 30 23 I 

Since the frequencies are very small, and in some cases 

nil, no attefll)t has been made to statistically treat the data 

t:o ascertain if there is any significant differenc~ between 

the gifted and average in regard to their parents educational 

level. However a glance at the table reveals that gifted 

s·tudents appear to have ~~rents who were more educated than 

those of the aver age students. In fact it is striking to note 

the ~o:tal absence of gifted children in the category of low 
Cjf {>CUC.'-'~to.l I 

leve!J education. On the other hand 37/77 (48%) of the average 

3:·~ 

77 

s·t:udents had reported that their parents were educated! less than 
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'"3-gher fieconaary .._or. lower levels. 

Occupation of .Earent.§ 

An investigation into the occupation of the parents of 

the gifted and average children in four different schools 

showed the following results. 

TABLE 24 

PARENI' AL OCCuPATION OF THE GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE STUDENTS 

PlllHic Central Delhi Miss- Total 

1. 

~.~2n 

3~ 

4. 

5. 

6·. 

School school Admn. ionary 
Occupation run school 

school 

G A G A G A G A G A 

Professor 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 s ,8 

Govt. 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 6 7 
Officers 

Business 2 4 0 4 2 2 4 4 14 

Clerical 0 €, 0 5 1 7 - 8 1 26 

4th Class 
Job 0 0 0 2 0 2 - 2 0 6 

}~iscella-
neous 0 0 1 4 2 1 1 11 4 16 

Total 7 13 3 19 9 15 4 30 23 77 

h'· 
<J 

It is clear from the above table that majority of the gifted 

appear to have come from families where parents were in higher 
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professions as compared to the average students. Thus, it may 

be concluded that gifted children generally appear to have 

better educated and better employed parents than the average 

students·, 

Income level and the gifted 

comparison of the gifted and average on SES was carried out 

with a view to understand if this factor is in ~nyway associ

ated with the giftedness in children. 

The income levels were taken into 3 categories viz., 

Rs. 2,000/- and above Rs. 1,500 - 2,000/- and Rs. 1,5oo/

and below. Table - 25 presents the school-wise distribution 

of the students in these three income categories·. 

TABLE 25 

TABLE: Ri:i:PR!!:S:t!;NTS TH.t!: SOCIO - ECONOI"liC STATUS O.li' Gn'TEIJ AS WELL 

Income 
category 

Rs. 2,000 
and above 

Rs. 1,500-
2,000 

Hs. 1,500 
and belpw 

Total 

Public 
school 

A G 

5 3 2 

2 10 1 

0 0 0 

7 13 3 

AS AVERAGE PARENTS 

Central 
School 

A 

2 

11 

6 

19 

Delhi 
Admn. 
run 
school 

G A 

6 3 

3 9 

0 3 

9 15 

Missio- Total 
nary 
school 

G A G ~' 

3 3 16 11 

1 19 7 49 

0 8 0 17 

4 30 23 77 
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It is clearly evident from the above table that majority 

of the gifted children, 16 out of 23, belong~~to higher in-

come group. on the other hand, amongst the average students, 

only 11/77 belonged to the higher income group. while the~e 

was no gifted children in the lower income group, 17/77 of 

the average students belonged to the latter group. Thus one 

may infer that gifted children come from relatively higher 

income group thari average children. 

/' ,' 

~e~sure time pursuits and the gifted children 

The leisure time pursuits of the two groups showed that 

the gifted involved themselves in all sorts of activities 

whereas the average though active tended generally to prefer 

the non-academic type of activities. Both the groups were 

also found to vary to some extent regarding their interest in 

extra and co-curricular activities. While the gifted were 

more interested in co-curricular activities the average stu-

dents were more involved in extra curricul~r activities. 

~eadership and other traits amongst gifted children 

Amongst the traits considered the two groups did not 

differ much ~A:terms of the qualities such as being kind, 

quarrelsome anu talkative. However the groups differed on the 

qualities such as politeness, calmness etc which were found 

to be more amongst the gifted than the average students. 



TABLE 26 

TEMPERAI-~'lENT OF THE GIFTED AND AVERAGE CHILDREN OF 4 SCHOOLS 

Irritable 

Polite 

Changi.ng 

Total 

Public 
School 

G 

4 

3 

A 

8 

2 

3 

7 13 

Central 
School 

G 

1 

2 

A 

7 

5 

7 

3 19 

Delhi f·1ission- Total 
~dinn~·;.- ary - -; . ~ ~ 

run school 
school 

G 

1 

4 

4 

A 

3 

9 15 

G A G A 

10 1 33 

4 5 13 16 

15 9 28 

4 30 23 77 

It is seen from the. above table that only one out of the 

23 gifted was irritable, whereas 33/77 (42.8~ were reported to 

be irritable amongst the average students. While 38% of the 

gifted had changing temperament 36% of the average had the same. 

Nearly 3 times more gifted had rE?ported polite temperament as 

compat:ed to the average students. This validated the hypo-
(;h Q. 

thesis that :there will be a difference in~emperament 

" oF tnegiftect and average students. 

Number of family·_ mempers of $.lifted and average students 

The table below presents the family size of the gifted and 

average children. 



TABLE 27 

NUMBER OF FAI1ILY !1EMBERS Kr G IFI'ED AVERAGE STUDENI'S 

Nwnber of Public Central Delhi Missio- Total 
family 
memBei:-ts 

school school 

, .. 

G A G A 

4 and below 5 2 ·2 3 

.5 1 3 1 5 

6 1 2 4 

7 2 3 

8 3 2 

9 and above 1 2 

Ad.'Tln. nary 
run school 
school 

G A G A 

6 3 3 5 

1 5 1 10 

2 4 5 

3 5 

2 

3 

G 

16 

4 

3 

0 

0 

0 

A 

13 

23 

15 

13 

7 

6 

--------- ---------------~-----·-~··-
Total 7 13 3 19 9 15 4 30 23 77 

_,_~,.··~--~---· ·-·-----------------
It is observed from the table that 16 gifted students out 

of 23 {69.5%) are from the families consisting of only 3-4· 

menbers. And other 7 gifted students have come from homes 

consisting ~f 5-6 members only. Out of 77 average students 

26{33.?/o) belonged to families having 7-9 family members. 

Thus one may conclnde that relatively more gifted children come 

from smaller families as compared to average students. 

'I'he academically conducive atmosphere and disciplinary 



attitude of elders of gifted and average students were compared. 

The table below presents the results. 

TABLE 28 

DISCIPLINARY ATTYrUDE OF PA..qENTS OF GIFI'ED AND AVERAGE 

ft-----··----._.,..,______........--~--~-:n 

Public Central Delhi Missio- Total 
school school Adrnn. nary 

Discipline run school 
Category school 

-- . 
G A G A G A G A G A 

strict 4 3 2 13 3 2 3 2 12 10 

Liberal 1 4 1 '4 2 3 5 4 16 

st;r ict/Liberal 
suiting to the 2 6 - '~1'2 4 10 1 23 7 £1 
situation 

Total 7 13 3 ~9 9 15 4 30 23 77 

It is seen from the above table that nearly 52% of gifted 

students have parents who are 'strict disciplinarian and only 

one-sixth appear to be liberal •. On the other hand 53~2"/o of 

the average students had parents who were 'strict 'suiting to 

their situation and 16/77 were libe~al. 

Thus it may concluded that parents of the gifted appear to 

be mor·e strict than the parents of aver age students. And these 

all findings validated the hypothesis that there yJill be diffe-

renee in the socio-economic and family background of gifted and 

average students.· 
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Other general characteristics of the gifted students 

It was found from the check 1 ist that 85 percent gifted 

students were regular in attending classes and doing homework. 

Most of them took down class notes and asked questions for 

clarification. Gifted students also appeared to possess a keen 

desire to excel others in academics. Average students, on the 

other hand, though appeared regular in attending school did not 

ask questions for clarification in class or did their home-

work as regularly as the gifted student. 

Both the groups took additional help in studies 'lrlhen 

needed but their sources were .different. The average group 

aepended on co-students and family members, whereas the gifted 
J. 

s·tudent studied extra books and some took private tliit:ions for 

particular· subjects concerned, and generally learnt lesson 

ahead of the class. 

It was also observed that most students of both the 

groups observed school rules and regulations and had interest 

in ·~lmost all subj ecta. 

~ludinQ Note on this chaEter 

The present study set out to ascertain the differences 

between gifted and average students of class VIII of 4 different 

types of school in regard to creativity, personality traits, 

intelligence, and socio-demographic factors and other personal 

attributes. The results which emerged ffom the analysis were 

·as 1:ollO'IrlS : 
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1. The number of gifted children had differed signifi-
:..~ ' 

cantly in terms of the type.Sof school> the students 
I 

attended. Gifted students were relatively more in 

public school than ih any other school. 

2. ~ifted students were found to be significantly more 

creative than avercge students irrespective of the 

schools in vJhich they studied. 

3. Gifted students of all schools were found to be more 

warmhearted, easy going, intelligent, emotionally 

stable, assertive, enthusiastic, persistent, adven-

turous and self-sufficient, as compared with average 

students on these traits of personality. 

4. On the other hand it was observed that no statisti-

cally significant differences were found among gifted 

and average students when they were compared on the 

traits such as excitability, patience, sensitiveness, 

·tough mindedness (Harria versus premsia) zestfulness, 

reflectiveness, self-assuredness, self-reproaching 

(Untroubled adequacy versus guilt pronenes) and uncon-

t:colled versus controlled, Low self-sentiment integr-

--, ·- -at:ion ·versus High strength of self-senti~nt etc. 

5. Average students were relatively more tender minded, 

self-dependent, reproaching, worrying and trouble, as 

compared to gifted children. 
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6i' There existed. a positive correlation bet\v-een intelli-

gence and creativity in the case of gifted children of all 

schools, whereas a negative relationship was found bet-

ween these two factors amongst average students. 

7. creativity was posi~ively correlated with personality 

factor B (Bright vs Dull) factor G {Weaker super-ego 

strength versus stronger super-ego strength) factor 0 

(Untroubled adequacy and guilt proneness) factor •o2 • 

(Group dependency versus self-sufficient) and factor 1 o4 
1 

(low ergic tension versus High ergic tension) in the case 

of gifted children. On the other hand it was found that 
'' 

not: a single r value \<las above .30 in the case of average 

students. This indicated that creativity does not co

rrelate with the 14 factors of personality in the case of 

average children, though a positive but very low relation

ship was noted between creativity and traits like factor 

E, factor F, factor G, factor H, and factor o4 • 

8. There was a negligible but positive relationship between 

intelligence and personality factors in the case of gifted 

and average children. 

9. From t:he demogr aph ical analysis it was found that gifted 

were from relatively better socio-economic background as 

compared to average stuctents, and had strict discipli-

narian parents. 

10. Gifted students were more serious and regular in their 

studiesl' possessing high ambition and followed the school 

rules and regulations more strictly as compared to aver-

age students. 
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DISCUSSION ----------
The present study set out with the objectivesof 

(1) identifying the gifted children in the four types of 

schopl. (2) Ascertaining if creativity in any way varied 

between the gifted and average students. (3) To ascertain 

if personality factors in any way varied between the gifted 

and average students. 

The study had a sample of 100 subjects from VIII 

clcss of four different tyPes of school. 

The gifted students were identified with the help 

of a specially devised giftedness scale as well as intelli-

\ gence test. The main thrust of the present study was to as-

certain if gifted students were more creative and possessed 

different personality profiles as compared to the average. 

students (non-gifted). 

The result showed that : 

( 1) The nWllber of gifted children had differed significan-

tly in terms of the type of schools the students 

attend. 

( 2) Gifted students.were found to be significantly more 
I 

creative than average .students irrespective of the 

schools in which they studied. 

(3) Gifted students of all schools were found to be more 



warm-hearted, easy going, intelligentJemotionally 

stable, assertive self-sufficient \vhen they were 

compared with average students on these traits of 

personality. 

(4) On the other hand it was observed that no statis-
.. 

tically significant differences were found among 

gifted and average student when they \tlere COmPa.C~d. 

on the various traits of personality test. 

(5) It was also found that there exists a positive cor-

relation between intelligence and creativity in the 

case of gifted students of all schools. 

{6) From the demographical analysis it was found that 

gifted were come from relatively better socio-eco-

nomic background as comp~red to avera~e students. 

The following section discusses ·in detail the 

above results in the light of work done in the field, in 

the following order : 

( 1) Giftedness and type of school$ 

( 2) ' creativity and ~he gifted 

(3) personality and the gifted 

(4) Gifted and demographic variables 

(5) Gifted and related behaviour and attitude 

083 
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( 1) GIFI'EDNESS AND TYPE OF SCHOOLS: 

It may be recalled that four types of school 

(i.e. Public School, Central School, Delhi Administration 

run School and Missionary School) were taken as sample for 

this study, with a sample of 100 students from class VIII. 

As mentioned in the earlier chapter it has been 

found that the number of gifted students had differed sig-
' 

nificantly in terms of the types of school. Specifically, 

the Public school had significantly more number of students 

\-lho were gifted than the other three schoC?ls. These find

ings validated the hypothesis that the proportion of gifted 

childre~n to the total strength of a particular class will 

vary amongst the four types of school. 

These findings imply th~t to inculcate gifted-

ness amongst school children a good educative informative; 

environment is an important prerequisite which perhaps the 

Public School is able to provide. These children of this 

school are able to display their inner talents when they are 

provided with a conducive environment in schools. 

In an unpublished work, Singh (1981) had found 

distinguishing features between the Public and Government 

school whico included differences in (a) reliance on text 
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books (b) political awareness amongst the teachers (c) extra 

curricular activities (d) the socio-economic status of tea-

chers (e) parent - teacher association (P.T.A.) (f) leader-
' 

ship training and (g) socio-economic status of students • 
. 

She had also argued that these differences influenced to a 

great extent the performance of students, and as such she 

concluded that the type of school a student attends has a 

very significant influence over the performance in the class. 

studies by Veeraraghavan (1983), Veeraraghavan and sen Gupta 

( 1985) and samal (1986), have all categor icaly shown that 

types of school play a very significant role in the academic 

performance of students. 

CREATIVITY AND GIFI'EDNESS : 

Analysis of the creativity scores of gifted and 

average students of four schools showed that creativity was 

significantly higher amongst the gited as compared to average 

students. But when these scores were seen in terms of the 

four types of school1 Public School students showed the highe-

st mean creativi·ty score (1'1=47.15) follm·Ted by students of 

Delhi Administration run School (rv1=51 .. 28) Missionary School 

{M=57.61) and Central School {M=59.93) in that order. 

These findings validated the hypothesis which 

stated that there will be a difference in the creativity 



scores betvJeen gifted and aver age students, and that the 

·same would vary significantly amongst the four types of 

school. 

These results supported those of Joshi (1974) 

who studied creativity of gifted students and found that 

giftedness was the post effective contribution to all 

types of creat~vity scores. Passi and Sharma (1972) fou

nd that creativity was related to giftedness. 

The findings showing the differences in creati

vity scores of students of the four types of scho?l, app- · 

ears to support the findings (though in another context) 

of Rao (1978), Opal and Sen (1979) and Veeraraghavan 

( 1983) who had compared the privately managed school with 

Public and Government School and found that Public school 

students not only performed better but also had higher am

bitions as compared to students from other schools. In 

the present study the Public School students had proved'. to 

bE\ more creative in comparison to all other three schools. 

On the basis of several correlational studies 

researchers 1 ike Tor ranee ( 1960) Yammato ( 1964) 1 Pas si( 1972) 

Khire (1976}, 'Hehcti (1977) and l'1ajumctar (1978) had all 

founa that there·: was a positive cor relation between intelll.

gence and creativity .• so far as the gifted-ness vJas con-
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cerned it can be inferred from the above studies that gifted 

children \vere creative than average students. However these 

findings had been contradicted by those of Welsh ( 1966), 

Eiqenrnan and l<.obinson ( 1967) and Lindeman ( 1975) who had all 

shown that there was no significant correlation bett-Jeen 

creativity and intelligence. 

The present study however has shown categor icaU.y 

that gifted children were more creative and that creativity 

and intelligencecorrelatedpositively only in the case of 

gifted students. One may perhaps argue that gifted children 

are both intelligent and creative and hence the high positive 

correlation betHeen ·the two factors; t._rhereas in the case of 

av(:;rage students they are intelligent but not creative and 

hence there is no positive correlation between these t-v10 · 

factors. 

PERSONALITY AND GIFTED 
-------~~--~~-----~~-

. • 

The findings of the present study comparing the 

gifted and average students on 14 dimensions of personality 

in ·the four types of school sho-v.;ed that the gifted and aver-

age students differed significantly on each factor of per-

sonality test. For instanc~, the gifted students v1ere found 

to be superior on traits such as factor A (Sizothymia versus 
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Affectoth:ymia) factor B (LOvl intelligence and High intellige-

nee) 1 factor c ( LOvJ ego strength versus Higher ego strength) 

factor E (Submissiveness versus Dominance) factor F (Desur

gency versus surgency) factor G (Weaker ego strength versus . . . 

stronger ego strength) factor H (Threctia versus Parmia)and 

factor 
02 

( Group dependency versus Self-sufficiency). These 

findings ifl\olied that gifted students were more intelligent, 

conscientious, self-sufficient, warm-hearted easy going, 
I 

bright, emotionally stable, assertive, competitive, persis-

tent adventourous, self-sufficient and resourceful as com-

pared to aver age students. 

on the other hand aver age students \vere found to 

be more reserved, detached, dull, emotionally less stable, 

obedient, sober, expedient, timid, socially group denendent 

and sound follov.Jer. 

It was also observed that gifted and average did 

not differ significantly on the personality factors such as 

factor D {Phelgmatic temperament versus Excitability) factor 

I (Harria versus premsia) factor J (Zeppia versus coasthenia) 

factor 0 (Untroubled adequacy versus Guilt proneness) factor 

o3 (LOw self-sentiment integration versus High strength of 

self-sentiment) a.nci factor o4 (LovJ ergic tens ion and High 

ergic tension). Though in all these traits mean score of 



gifted students are relatively found to be more than the 

average students but their differences were not found to 

be statistically significant. 

When these personality factors were correlated 

with creativity scores of gifted and average students it 

\'las found that c1~eativity Has positively related to per

sonality factor B (Low intelligence versus High intelli

gence) factor G (Weaker superego strength versus stronger 

superego strength), factor 0 (Untroubled adequacy and 

Guilt pronness) factor o
2 

(Group dependency versus self

sufticiency) and factor o
4 

(Low ergic tension and High 

ergic tension) in the case of gifted children only. In 

the case of aver c-;qe students not a single r value vJas s i-
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gnificant, indicuting thereby that creativity has no re

lationship with personality factors in the average students. 

These finding partia.lly validated the hypothesis 

that gifted and average students v:ill vary on all the 14 

dimensions of personality in the sense that only on certain 

factors they differed. and another factor there Has no sig

nificant difference. Further the hYPothesis that there Hill 

be a linear correle.tion bet\veen creativity and personality 

factors was also only partia.lly validated, in the sense amon

gst the gifted there was a correlation vJhereas in the aver-
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ag~ students, there was no correlation between personality 

and creativity. 

These findings were supported by the findings as 

investigated ~y Hallapa and Upadhaya ( 1977) who found that 

high creative persons were more intelligent, more socially 

bold and were less tense. 

suri (1973) by employing H.S.P.Q test indicated 

that the more intelligent boys were more emotionaly stable, 

tough-minded, placid, controlled vlhereas average boys were 

less intelligent, more affected by feelings expedient, 

tender-minded and self-conflicted. 

The findings of the present study have also been 

in 1 ine -v.ri th the above study. Joshi ( 1974) found that gif

tedness was significantly contributing factor to the person

. ality factor B (Higher intelligence versus LOvl intelligence) 

The present findings appear to support the above "iev1 point. 

G I?rED AI:'TD DENOGR!~H IC VARIABLES : 

In the present study it was found that gifted 

were from relc:,tively better socio-economic background as com

pared to aver age students. These tindings validated the 

hypothesis that there '"'ill be a difference in the socio-econ

omic and family background of the gifted and average students. 

The research findings of Raina (1968) Pararnesh 



(1970} Joshi (1974) have shown a very significant relation

ship beb.veen creativity· and demographic variables. 

Mukherji (1967) had indicated that 58% .of talents came from 

highly educatecl homes v:hereas only 23.8 percent came ±rom 

less educa.ted homes. The present ± inaing appear to support 

the above fin~ngs by showing gifted children ~as coming 

from better socio-economic· status homes· than average 

students. 

Another interesting finding in this study was that 

gifted students \:Jere found to possess high aspiration, and 

were polite or exhibiting changing temperament, Here more 

regular in. studies, showing more curiosity as compared to 

average students. 

These findings validated the hypothesis that there 

will be ~ difference in the attitude, behaviour, aspiration 

and temperament of the gifted and average students. 
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These t indings appear to b,:= in 1 ine with a nurriber of 

researchers for instance, Goyal ( 1974), Par amesh ( 1972) and 

Deo (1969) had found that gifted students vJere more adjustive 

possessing stronger superego strength, relaxed and asser

tive as compared to non-gifted students. 



CHAPTER -VI 

' 
SUMMARY AND CWCLUSION 
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SUHHARY A.L'JD CONCLUSION --------- -- --
India's greatest resource is her gifted children. In any 

nation advance progress and work have been possible only due 

to gifted and creative individuals. Whether in agricultural 

field, or in industry, or in science, the gifted have been 

responsible for enriching and exploring this world with tre-

menaous knowledge. Hence the first step should be to search 

out the bright and talented students in every school and the 

community a:t large, so that the most capable boys and girls 

may be given suitable educational opportunities. schools can 

make a airect ana vitally important contribution to the coun-

try's strength ana progress by raising the standard of students 

achievement and. rectucing "academic wastage". 

The Kothari Commission ( 1964-66) rightly pointed out that 

"every little of available talents should be discovered and 

developed". The Comrnission emphasized the need for locating 

the talents,_ 1early and then allowing it to grow in the best 

atmosphere ana uncJ.er the best teachers. 

Schools in Inaia are extremely complex in their compo-

sition, structure and organisation. As a result of these vast 

differenceE.; 1 one finds differential performances of students 
..... - .... __ 

in Ct_~rn§' of types of school. (Veer ar aghban 1983) • Thus it 

is the :tirst. and :toremost outy of all schools to search out 

talents ana p·rovide an environment that can stimulate, en-



courc.,~e and promote the desire to create. "Stimulating en-

vironment means 1 environment that generates warmth 1 freedom; 

commitment instead of fear 1 mistrust or arrogance. An at-

mosphere that is pregnant with opportunities for carrying out · 

such pursuits would undoubtedly help in early exploration of 

the giftedness. 

'I' he present study has attempted to identify the gifted 

children in four different tyPes of school. 

I' he present study has taken a totally different approach 

to understand the gifted. The major objectives of the pre-

sent study v1ere : 

(1) 'J:o identify gifted children in a school setting. 

(2) To ascertain if creativity and personality traits are in 

any way different between the gifted and average students. 

( 3) 'J~o ascertain if socio-demographic factors and certain 

personal attributes of the students in any way are asso-

ciated with giftednesse 

Keeping the above objectives in mind :tollowing hypo-

theses were tormulated. 

(1) The proportion of gifted children to the total strength 

of a particular class will vary amongst the four types o£ 

school. 

(2) There will be a aifterence in the creativity scores bet-



ween the gifted and average students. 

(3) 'l'he gifted and average students will vary on all the 1.4 

dimensions of personality. 

(4) There will be a difference inthe socio-economic and 

family background of the gifted a~d average students. 

One hundred students of class VIII, drawn from 4 

different types of school viz., Public School, Missionary 

school, central school, Delhi Administration run School were 

taken as sample for this study. The tools used to collect in-

formation were : 

(1) Self-devised•giftedness• scale. 

(2) Intelligence test devised by s. Jalota in 1950. 

(3) High ~~hool personality Questionnaire devised by Cattell 

( 1958) and adapted by S.D. Kapoor and K.K. Mehrotra 

(4) creativity test Battery (verbal and non-verbal) devised by 

Bacquer mehdi(1Gt'7~). 

(5) checklist to obtain some demographical data students and 

, their parents. 

The results obtained show that : 
I 

(1) The number of gifted children had differed significantly 

in terms of the type of schools the students attended. 

specifically, the public school had significantly more 

nurriber of students who \'Jere gifted than the other three 

schools. 

(2) Gifted students were found to be significantly more crea-, 
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tive than average stuaentso 

{ 3) Of the four schools public school students have the high

est mean creativity scores {M 47 .15) followed by students 

of Delhi Administration run school, Hissionary school and 

central school in that order. 

(4) Gifted students of all schools were found to be more out-

going, Har hearted, participating {factor A), more in-

telligent bright (factor B), emotionally stable calm of 

higher ego strength (factor C), assertive (factor~), 

happy-go-1 ucky (factor F), rule bound has strong super-

ego strength (tactor G}, venturesome, socially bold 

~':Factor H) self-sutt icient (factor Q ) , tough minded 
.!. 

(factor I), zestful (factor J) and confident (factor 0) 

as compared to average students. 

(5) On the other hand average students vTere :touna to be more 

tt:!ncterrnind.ec:t, protected. (±actor I), obstructive, retlec-

tive, ana.. um-lilling to act (factor J) and worrying trou-

bled (factor O) than gifted students. 

I 

However 
1
these differences t·rere not found to be statisti-

/1 
cally significant. 

(6) Thou~-;h gifted of all schools \·vere found to be high on 

factor D (In~atient, over active) factor o
3 

(controlled, 

socially precise) and f.actor o
4 

(tense · and driven) as 

compared to average students, these differences were not 

found t.o be statistically significant. 

(7) Thus average students in comparison to gifted students 

v-;ere rrore reserved, less intelligent, affected by erno-
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tions, stodgy, obedient, serious, has weaken superego strength 

tender minded, restrained troubled, group dependent and had lO\'T 

integration. 

(8) It was also found that creativity was positively related 

"'"ith intelligence in the case of gifted children of all 

schools (r + o.53). 

(9) The creativity \"las found to be positively related to per-

sonal ity factor B (Intelligence versus less intelligence),, 

factor G (Expedient versus consd:±entious ) , factor 0 

(Placid versus worrying), tactor o
2 

(group dependent versus 

self-sufficient) and factor a
4 

(Relaxed versus tense) in 

the case of gifted children of all schools. 

But in the case of average students none of the r--

values was above .30 and thus vms not found to be statistically 

significant. 

(10) The factor Q was found to be significantly correlated 
4 

with intelligence in the case of both gifted and average 

students of all schools. Thus it is seen that a very low 
Qxi5.ts 

relationshipA.betHeen intelligenc'earid per.,.~onality factors 
. I 

in the case of both gifted and average children. 

(11) From the demographical analysis it was found that gifted 

were' > from relatively better socio-economic back-

ground as compared to average students. 
· . lO 

( 12) Both gifted and average students were found/\ be regular in 

attending school, v-1ere taking additional help in studies, 

observed school rules and shm,led interest in almost all 

subjects. 



( 13} Besides, gifted students v1ere found to be cool in 

temperament and high in ambition as compared to aver

age students. 

LTI•1ITATION OF THE STUDY : 

{1) The four types of school taken for the study do not 

represent all the schools falling under the represen

tative categories. The sample v!Ould have been repre

sentative if stratified random sampling method had been 

used for instance - Delhi could have been taken at 4 

zones - viz., Nor.th, south, East and West. Hith in the 

4 zones all the schools could have been listed down 

ana categorized into public school, missionary school, 

Delhi aruoinistration run school, and central school. 

F.ive or ten percent of_ the categorized schools could have 

been chosen_out of the total from which students could 

have been r andomnly selected.e This, hmvever was not 

possible because of the nature of the study being ex

ploratory and covering large number of schools woukd 

have been too large to accorrrnodate such a vast area 

in a small study of this type. However, it is intended 

to take up such a study for Ph .n. 

( 2) The three major variables considered in the study apart 

from the tYPesof school \·1ere personality, creativity and 

social and psychological variables. Various other 

factors such as interest, nee:ls, aaju.stment problems, 

motivation and educational opportunities available to 



them and other problems of gifted students have not been co-

vered in this study due to lack of sufficient t~e to study 

all these variables of gifted children. These could incor-

porated at the Ph.D. level work. 

Despite the above limitations the present study has 

been able to convincingly demonstrate that the performance of 
,-

gifted students varied significantly in terms of the type$of 

• I scnool· and again the gifted and average students varied signi-
1 

ficantly in intelligence, creativity and personality. 

The study has thus been able to prove that the gifted 

children possess high mental ability. They show mental pre-

cocity from an early age. They have a s'crong disposition to-

wards intE?llectual activity, a liking for :teflective and abs-

tract thought and ideas and interest in scholarly pursuits. 

The purpose with "ttihich the present study Has set up 

has been to quite an extent fulfilled, in the sense that it 

has shown that gifted children surpass average children in in

tellectual traits) in thee..:desire to knO\-J, in their originality 

.in determinc:1tion and prese~verance ana common sense. 

The findings of the present research- have paved the v1ay 

for further research work in this area which could focus atten-

tion on the causative factors leading to higher performance as 
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well as possession of personality trai'ts amongst gifted child-

ren. 

The researcher proposes to extend the topic for her 

ph.D. work to include some more types of school and also re

ctify some of the limitations of the present study mentioned· 

above. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX - I . 

CHECKLIST FCR TEACHERS 

Dear Sri 
...._... ____ _ 

A study of the gifted pupil in grade VIII is undertaken'. 

Sane points have been noted down with a view to studying in 

detail the probable gif~. Kindly supply infaanation 

regarding the pupil mentioned belat. Responses to many 

questions are supplied. In sudh cases please underline the 

appropriate responses. When a response is notgiven answer 

the point_ ±n·your own way. I am thankful to you for your 

co-operation. 

N.B.t• In case yoo. do not have specific informatim regarding 

any point please leENe it unresponded -

Name of the School 

Name of the Pupil 

Sex 

Class 

1''• · Is he regular in a,ttending 
school? 

21o Is he regular in doing 
homework? 

Regular, Irregular, 
v. Irregular 

Always, Generally, Sometimes 



3. Does he study in advance what Always. generally, sometimes 
is to be taught in the 
classroom? 

41~ Ask question for clarification Yes, No. Sanetimes 
of a complex points 

s. Does he answer question in 
the class re':).tlarly? · 

6. Pupil•s intellectual level 

Yes, no, samet~es 

7;. Interested in reading material Very, partly, not at all 
other than sdlool subjects 



APPENDIX • II 

CHECKLIST PCR PARENTS -
Dear pa~t, 

The information about your child are required for a 

research stu~. Responses to many questions are supplied. 

In such cases please underline the appropriate response. 

The information wil:l be tr~ated as confidential~. 

N.Ba You may omit an item to whiCh you have no specific 

response to make~ 

1'. 

Date a ... 

Cnild' s name a-

School a-

Fond of additional 
. x:-eading.Sregarding school 
subjects 

Self reliant in studies 

Grasping capacity 

Is he ambitious? 

Does any creative work 

Emotionally balanced 

Yes, no, sometimes 

Canpletely, partly, not at all 

Good, Average, Poor 

Very, moderately, not 

Yes, Samet~es, No 

Yes, No 



APPENDIX - III 

cHECKLIST· FOR STUDENT 

Dear. Student, 

The infomation aboat you required below is absolutely 

essential for a research study'. Responses to many 

qUest_j.ons are supplied'~ In such cases, please underline 
. . _:··~ 

the . appropriate response. The information will be 

treated e.s con£ iden tial'~ 

1. 

Please do not take anyone's help in filling this 

questionaire. 

(ii) You may omit an item to which you have no 

specific response to make -

Na-me -

Age -

Sex -

Caste-

Rank in the VII class 
Final Examination 

.... ' 

Do you desire to know new 
things? Yes, No, sometimes 



3. 

4'. 

5'. 

6'~ 

7. 

a. 

10'~ 

12'. 

13. 

Do you desire to excel 
others in studies? 

Do you maintain a high 
~vel in s~~olastic 
achievement? 

. 
Do yoo spend leisure time 
in reading material other 
than school subjects? 

Do you show maturity beyond 
your agemates in use of 
oral language fluency in 
speaking and giv inq oral 
response? 

Do you like to study? 

Do you learn easily and 
quickly at schools; need 
less explanations and 
repetitions than your 
agemates? 

Have yau wide fond of 
information in social 
studies, grasps principles 
in social sciences, does 
reading beyohd your 
classmates in these areas. 

Are you interested in 
reading material other 
than sChool subjects? 

Do you prefer the company 
of pupils who are 

Do you make an ~standing 
contribution? 

Do you accept leadership 
in class school activities? 

Yes, No, sometimes 

Yes, No 

Yes, No, sometimes 

Yes, No, sometimes 

Yes, No, Sane times 

Yes, No, Sane times 

Very, partly, not at all 

More intelligent, equallt 
intelligent,, less intelligent. 

Always, somet1 mes,. never 

Always,. scmet imes, never 



APPENDIX · • 'W 

Information regarding pupil aqd ~~r soc~t-eeonamic 

background 

Checklist for Rarents 

Dear Parent, 

The general basic infocmation about you and your 
~ 

child are required for a research study. Please underline 

the appropriate responses. The info~ation will be 

treated as confidential'• 

I w.ould be thankful to you for your co-operation'• 

N.na- In case you do not have specific information regarding 

any point please leave it unresponded -

Name of the. School 

Name of the Pupil 

sex 

Class 

Health 

1) Physique 

2) Physical disabili; l-eo1 .. ; if · 
·, ' . ,., I·' 

any -

114. Father• s qualification 
(pleas~ specify) 

Very good~ good, average 

j \ 



2. Mother's qualification 

3. Pre$ent parent's occupation 

4. Socio-econamie status 

s. Total members in the family 

6. The attitude of elders in 
the family 

You have usually lived in 

§_qcial ASpeCt 

~I 
Ce Do you prefer the company 

of pupils who are 

Upper, Middle,. Lower 

Strict, changing, generally 
not strict 

C! ty, town,. Village 

More intelligent, equally 
intelligent,. less intelligent 1 

9~ Interest in extra-curricular Appreciable,. average, 
activities negligible 

lo'. Temperament and behaviour 

11. Do y~ help others? 

12'';. Do you like to observe the 
school regulations? 

School Studies _....,.;.......,...__ __ 
13. Are you regular in doing 

~ome assignment? 

Quiet, pol! te,. obliqin g 

Often, sometimes, never 

All, most of them, sane 

Always,. generally, sometimes 



14. Do you take help of your co. 
students in studies 

15. For how many hours do you 
usually study at home 

16. If you have changed school 
say how many and why 

17. Who helps you at bane in 
studies? 

18~~ Are you interested in music 
or drawing? 

19. Mention your achievements 
in' arts41 if ant• 

20. Is he getting any special 
coaching? 

21'. Failed in subjects 

22'. Do you create hindrances 
in class work 

23. If yes~ how? 

Intellec~l A!Qects 

24''• Tenacity in studies. 

Yes, No, somet~es 

---------------------------

--------~-----------------

"0"0'1 

Yes, No 

Mathematics, Science, English, 
General Studies, Physics, 
Hindi 

Yes, No, sometimes 

By asking useless questions, 
by moving noise, any other way. 

Good, Average, Limited 



25. 'i'emperament 

26. Self-confidence 

27. Note any creative activities 
done by the pupil 

Calm, polite, Irritable. 

Remarkable, Average, 
Insignificant 

E.G. write poems or 
essays, frame problems 
stud;y and attempt 
scientific research. 

28. Handles mathematical process Yes, sometimes, never 
easily, long division, 
fraction, decimals,. geometry, 
mathematical tables, handles 
written problem in mathematics 
with quick understanding. 

29. Subjects liked 

30. Subjects disliked 
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~ 1 (t:&Jl-'= ll:!~ ·.1:! ~a thl:il !@ t£1.!finJl.l!~ u~~J 1.\l!WJL :afl) 

( ll) !~t}.h !l!~j':itlfi ~ l~UJ:t ~~l!Ut 



\ 

~ tf'<l~;T i'f ~« Sf'\iT\ ~ 3l~;r ~~ tf~ ~~ ~ iii Gl ~) ~~fr'{11)' ~ f~lt 1flt ~ t;r tf tf 
tf~~ lFT ~~<: m ~~n:-·G"'3f 'T"{ lJ''Tf ~ I fili•g ~~t 'fiT \3f'ifCI' ~~~ ~it !JiT ar&lfT« srrtr «\ffiff « 
Cfi\ «<?it I 

1. "!~ 'fiT orv.f ~, ( 1) itr, ( 2) iif'irrr, ( J) QT~, 

2. irrnT ifiT a;q: ~. (I) ~h. (2) ~cnq-1, (3) r.,;f~, 
3. or~r{ EFT \3'~ZT ~. (I) '"fH1T'fi1, ( 2) 0!\Tf, ( 3 J ~yf, 
4. · ur1q-;; <H ~r ~. (I) fi1-n~r, (2) anrr•~. (3) fq~e1, 

(4) ~. 
( 4) qy~.,-. 

(4) rrnm. 
(4) ;'!~· 

f ,. 
. (IL. 
{2) 
(3) 

(4) 

5. •ft'ir f~Q «~lfT '3fol1 ~ ~~r't orrit 'fir ~<r. ti~l:lr :crn~-tr'1 

q-~ f~~· :- 1' 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
... c~) 

6. rrl~ ~;:z ~~liT :till' ~ aqiD<: a:rr~ 'f>T ~9> tr~liT ~~H·tf'1 'T\ f~ :-
1' 14, 13, 12, 11, 10 

7. iFf qt:q ~'i~t it u ~it;;; qr<>~ 'fiT ti~zrr \3'n\-'l~ 'l<: fu'<i' :-
(I) ft~, (2) l!rrf, (3) ~~1, ( 4) "'\' (5) ~~, . 

8. ~;; 'lN ~Hc;-T ij -~~it<"~· ;,yo:; 'fiT ~~ttr ~n<:-'l?f q~ f;;;<i' :-
( J) frr¢it~, p) B'@~, (3) ~qHn«, ( 4 l ~rcrcrr-, (5) f~;r, 

9. W<'fT ~'Vi ~fPRT<:f'fl Clf2: ~. ~F-Tf<-11:1; f'ii' q~ . (I) <f.Cf~ ifiT 'f'iiJT ~ I 

(2) lfiT '!_'l 'f <il1T ~ <if'-i'FTT ~I (3) cr~ «or~~) ij fi:A'ID ~I 

to. ~lT f;;rf~"B<rt ?;~ftTC(' q-r<-ra ~. f9; ( 1) ";;<it {ilR cr.r+r;:r ~)crr ~ 1 

{2) ~ 'Ji':'!T ~ :S'((ff ~ I (3) ~ "t~ .!fif.0fT ~ I . 
:··' 

11. cr;~q: fff~T:: '<:f'i~: (1) anq, (2) ~T~;;T, · (3) ~)~, (4) '!ttrn. 
12. m~: '<n<\\'1":: Q~<n: (1) !J,~1, (2) ~Qr,. (3) 'ttl, (4) ~~1. 
13. ~~~cr ~ <_!7;;ffff ;:;p:<:ff ~. f-r."~! ~'~::r ~r vrrrvr"rcr ;;rzr ~ 1 a) ~cr ~ ~t:c:rr Cfi't<r ~ ? . 

( I ) ~~<T, ( 2) ~"{;if(;, ( J) iiftT~m. 

14. ~PT iii q)~ iJ"tf~~ lS:sr ?,, <J)f<:rr.:- 'it err~ 't;;;.;r <.if~~. 3lT<: ~f{ ~ q'f~ :q;:~;r 

~~ ~. CfT ~Of ij- err~ <f.f;r !i11¥T t ? (r) '{T'T' (2) ri'tfil<i I ( 3) 'iF~if, ( 4) ~'{. 

-o-

\ 

(<') 

·'(7) 

(s) 

., ·:;- ': 

(10) 

(1'1} 
(I~} 

{14) 



~15~ (q~~t) 
irFrfnl'fi l:lf~ltot ~1 «T,ff!'flli1:tm (72) 

('ffl't·tr-.1 q~ 'lfiqtifi' ifi a.r:x~ff \3'f'tffl' :.m-x q,) ~~ltr f~ 

L sr'f.m <fir ~cr ~. ( t) ifiT~r. (2) ~+lf, (3) ~c, (4) a,;q~ 

snrt ~,q;; 

l 
(1) 

2. ~'fiT ri ~.- (1) tili (2) ~. (3) <nn, . (4) GTli 
3. ~ft:rn ~ :q'hr11:1 ~t ~m -:~m ~. <tlt"ffifi (I) ~ft=m arf~:r'lilhlir 'fiT 24 ~ ifiT ~;r 

f~;:rr ~ 1 (2) ~c- ifn: or'h: <fiT 'f.T qe;;rt:f fifitrT «;rtr ~r «<For ~ 1 (3) ~fu« <mil 'fiT 
f~;; ~ra 'fiT <nf~zrt flr:::ra-1 ~ r 

4. fftet 'fiT ~~cT ~, (1) ~eT, (2) 'lffiltT, (3) ~~tm, 

5. !f'{ 'fir_ iiTi ~. (I) citq-1, ( 2) qf~q-T'{, ( 3) ~'filrt, 

6. ~'f 'TT'il ~Ti?.:1 if ~ ~-~ ~H~ 'f.T af<fi' ~'n\ q~ 11\ f~~- : 

( 4) qf'('-T'Jl 

(4) ~'<f. 

(2) 

(3)' 
(4) 
(5) 

(l) ~a-, (2) 't{;~r, (3) .:zmn, (4) tffff~T, (5) tm. (6) 
7. 'lffff'{ ifiT \ffl"CT ~, (1) ~T~'{, (2) ~~T, (3) ;i<:Tli, (4) <i"Rl. (7) 
8. f~ ifil or~~~ (I) Sffi'fi,. (2) ~r;:r, (3) '{~tr. (4) f<nWF. (8) 
9. ~~+11Jf ~ an~ if ~Tor <r~ ~. q~~ ~il'!Jf ij' +n:n mn ~ I (fGf ~ if ~ ... ~ ~r lfiA t ? 

(l) ~~qtlf (2) ~1:ff (3) «JM . . (9) 

1 o. ~n, 'fi1 \mer ~. (I) ~ttlf, (2) ~sz, {3) ~. · ( 4) "~ (tO) 
l 1. ~;; ltT'il ~;~1 if ~ itq;:;r ~·~ 'fiT afifi' ~'n\·11~ 11\ fir~· :-

(1) ~li!'{, (2) "'~;r,\it (3) <'li'Tt, {4) Ol'{, . (5) ~~'Ttl" 

. 12. f(ft{ ifiT ~\icT ~~- (1) mor, (2) ~. (3) 3i'{ff, (4) f~~. 
l3. ~~~~ ~ &Tli<H liTcT ~. f'fi~ oror~·< ~ ~iTT~ liTZT ~. a-) trGf ij' omT ~ Q ? 

(1) ~t!'f'l, {2) ~q, {3) or;r;n 

14. ~<ff'f 'fiT 3f!i ~. (1) ltfeT, (2) ~~~rt, (3) Sl\ttll, 
15. ~"f 11T'il ~e:1 if {r ~~ !U~ 'fiT af~ ~~H-tr~ lf~ f~~ :-

(11) 
(12) 

(13) 
(14) 

(1) rq;qr, _(2} ~'t, (3) '<fttr, (4) ;1~, (5) !I~ (IS) 
16. ~ ~ 'fi+r<3r orfli'fi G:~ur ~. f<n~ 'lqm ~ ~~ q~ <:~ ~mr ~. q) ~ u ~ ~ 

iliA' q~ur ~? (1} ~t:rr. (2) ~'f\U, (3) an{or (16) 
11. ~;:r q-tq ~~1 iT ~ ~in:r !U6~ ifiT oi<fi' ~~-11~ '1'( .ft;rli :-

(I) m!'{, (2) f'(!fm, (3) of'TT, · (4) qq-\!f, (S) ~T~ (17) 
t8. ( '!!{9 iT -nil' orl'f\i it ~ •1" 'fir arf•nrr~ ~. (I) ~PT-~ril' 'f(r\' or~ ~~ ·arq~ if tt'{l ~w 

~ ~ 1 (2) \Til' 'f~if ij' ~-.:1 ij-. \~f i;!Ta't ~. (3) arif<fi' ~~ ~q ~ ifiT qmq ~i\' t t (18) 
19. oft~ f~Q; «~r-~ ~ oqm<: orri't <f>T Q;<fi' «~m ~'(-11~ 

.'\ ·• 

- 'T\ ft:rli :- 8, 7, 6, 5, 4. 3, (19) 
20. ~ qt:q !ffiil iT ij' ~il;::r !froG' <f>T oi 1f> \ffl'( -'t~ If\ fu-li :- "-~-!'hi! ~ 

{1) ~qtf, (2) 3ft~. (3) ifiTOf, ... (4) ;nlfj, 
~-' ~ 

(5) Git'Jl' (20) 

{5n'\' 2.1 it· ~1{ ~f\ifl{ 'iliQ 2 ( ~\T)] 
~--··. -



~! l (\W~) 
(::m~-~ It( ~f-~ ~'ifCf trtf'( ltif li@~ ft:l~ 1) 

21. '\a :q~ ~ ~« f{=f~ <rorij ~. ( 1) f<f; ~~ Jl'f!f<f; 'iimt"r ~ ' ( 2) ~ ~cr ~ 
1fir VRi « <r~ar ~ ( 3) zr~ ij"if i{~Jr if r:rrm ~mr ~ 1 • 

22. oft~ f~q ~~~n :pf ~ aJ~ijH anl'r 1fif ttif «{§Q'f ~~-!f"'f 
q"{fui:-:- 6, 11, 16, 21, 26 (22) 

23. ID'ii 1fiT 6il'ii i1~T .~t('fT, ~ufutt 91~ ~ f<f; ( t) ~'if <rT<i~ crrn- ~ !frrt ;r@ ~~m1 t 
( 2) «:;;~ 1fiT f<r~ll ~)aT ~ ! ( 3) ~ 9J'T<;:m ~ q"{ if aiT'if it~ ~ 1 ( 13) 

24. •rl~ f<;:t:!: ~~<rr-"f·>r ~ OT:%ij"f't a;rl'r ifi1 tt'fi ~f§l:l'r ~;:n-r:r"'f 
q'\ fuTi :- 3, 6, 9, 12, l5, 18 (24) 

25. fq~~ ::;if.t ~ f<it:!: <:fttr fiftiPT ?lT"'ff q~~ <fl"{ff ~' ~fut:!: f~ ( l) ~ij'ij- q)?T «lfQ ~ffT ~ I 
( 2) ti'I~T it ~Tif q)if lilT ~U sr.r•<r ~)crT ~ I ( .') CT~ ~GfT if '{~ tr 3i!f"{ ~~ ~ I ( 2 5) 

26. ~;r r:ri'f ~£t if« il'·ll<i ~~ <f;T olCfi ~~H tf"f tf\ f<;~ :-
(1) ~t~. (2) ~~ .. ,~, (3} mr~~ (4) f'l!i'li!', (5) zftt~ (26) 

27. r:rrr:r1 tfif ti<t tr~r ~f~cr "{~cH ~. ~ufu'q ftfi (1) :a-trcn ;r~"' ~ tfiS! ~)rr;rr lf?m 1 

(2) ~f.t;~ Jr<t crt~ qrr:r 'fi"{ff ~ 1 {3) qrr:rr <fiT q)'~ ~~ tfif ~r \~or~ t (27) 
28. o:r1~ f~~ ~~ttr ~tr lt; or~ anit 91) ql!l ~~llT :a'tr~-q'f 

q"{f{=f?i:- 5, lJ, 17, '23, 29, 35, (28) 

29. tt~ ~~ ij ~'fir <i§Cf ur ~r~if ~1'fr ""fiitz, ~ij'n;it fit; (t) ~ « ~ ar'IT 'f3tltl iti 
err;r unit it ~f<fqr ~!aT~ I (2) ~<r « Olflq'f\ 1fiT <1'Pl (tct'r ~I (3) ~iW· IT"{t .(U if 
QT?S q~eif 'fiT lt~ll 1fili i!f vrrar ~ 1 (29) 

30. ~i-u !.fiT 01~ ~ (1) mor. (2) ~"r. (3) q'(V('(, (4) ~~~ (3o) 
3 t. oft~ f~t.t «~r ~If~ ~mr !!'tit 1fiT ~;;~~liT \im-q~ 

"~r"v·: 3, 12, 21, 3o, 39, 48, 
32. ~if qf'q Vii!GT it« ~it{=f ~i'G <fiT af<n iffi~·'t''.:f q'"{ r;.,.; :-

{1) ~~f~T~, (2) ~~~ftlffU, (3) ~qW<t\"{ S{~Ti{ (4) ~ (5) i.rrt 
33. ;ft~ fu:t.t «~r ~ if; ~ij"f"< 'f.T ~1fi «~r m=n:-!f:t 

q''( f~~· :- 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29 

34. tityr: zt'f: mtt: (I) ~m'fi (2) qf~Q'T (3) ~l'fi, {4) a-~~ ••• 
35. ~" qt~ ~1 if~ ~-lt{=f !Jiq: tfif ail!l \ffl~-!f~ q'"{ fu~ :-

(1) tfl~, (2) C{'( (3) 1ft, ( 4) lfQT, ( 5) ~itT 
36. f~fiilti: ;mq~ :: ~f'flfi: ( 1) ~~. (2) f<~'Jfi'cn, (3) 't\ttrr.f, (4) rcmt~tt 
37. 1\0f trt"f Ui~lit ij- ~-lt~ ~;~<fiT afl!l \ffl'\-q'.:f q"{ f~~ :-

(1) ~~T, (2) ~)•n, (3) ;rt'ff, (4) ~~ (5) ~N'ff 

38. 8«f: ~~ :: CfCilf (1) ~Ufi. (2) ~l. (3) ({V~t, (4)~ 

(31) 

(32) 

{33) 
(34) 

(35} 
(36) 

(37} .. 

(38) 
39. or"\'~ f~~ ti~lfr ~If ~ ai~trH a:rr1T lfi1 ttlfi «~llf \?tft·r:r'l' 

lit f~ri' :-I, 2, 4, 8, 16, · 31 (39) . 

.;o. ~P<r<l: 'f\tqn :: \i!mt :(I) 'ff"i, (2) ~. (J) ~"tnt, (4) If' (4o) 

.(SftVI 41 ~ ft~tq q;'JJ q~f~, at1t ~ ttt:z 3 (~iU'(T)J (.-ftRtn t "" ri 1) . 



~~ 3 tltrn) 
tn:f't·~ tft f.rt.tt~fl "a"f.<m mt ~ fi~T f~ I 

,. 

·.\, 

m~•ztt 

-·~· 41. ~ ~~ ~~lfT ~ ~ oq~n: arrir <t."t tt<t. qftfr ~n"{~'T"l' 
q'~ n:rw :- 21. 19. I7, zs. 13. 1 t, · : (41) 

.,.,.,., 

4~ ... ·~: +rrf : : ~niT : (l) ~T'tfT, (2) ~<m. (3) ~T{T, (4) lffifr ... · . (42) 
4-3. · rr)qi;; 'fiT Jl')<::rt "f•N ij' q:;;r· ~. orl\ 'if~~ ij' srf!:i'!l ~r f'at:~nr't, a) «G~" ff' .• .•. 
, ... !ili'IT <1i1<f t? . (I) rq;i;or, (2) fq~r{t, (3) q)<fiot .(43} 

.. l 

44 : . orr~ f.;~ ~~lJ r ':fiif 'if; 131'jm\ an it liif ~ 1f; «\\llfT ~i.'n: q''f • 

, q'~ m~·: 1s. t6, t4. 12. w. 8. .... .,c445 
4~5~ ~"OfT: ·~r:; ~'i: (1) ~~'{<i, (2) ;~en, (J) lff~1~. (4) ~~. , . (45} 
46. . ~lf' qtq ~;ciT .it ~ ~iT~ ~i~ <'fiT· Of'fi >rn'\-tf'lf q'~ f~li :- ·. 

:. (1) rmi, (2) ~"' (3) ~~r. (4) ~¥. (5) il!fi~l-.. ..: (4G~. 
4;1: .. r "!~ :tiT 'ffl·~, ~. · ( l) i!>NT'f, ( 2) ~~r. (3) q-t.Jr~. ,( 4) .lliCS~ ;_ ~ j( 47) 
48.. ~<r .lfi'f ~~r it ~ ~'t<i ~;G" "';r ai<r. ~~:n:-tr'!f q~ f~<i _:- :~ ::~ 

(i) ~'f<iT, (2} ~'iT. (3) mrr'lr, (4) ~11C~qr, (5) ~t?Ar (::·:'(48) 
49. q;;:_iJT {T "llf;;fHr are~T ftr;;rr~ !f;"HfT t. fili•<! ~tq-I ~ G"'{;rr or:om <filii" 'll«rrt ail" fumt:··: 

-it ~or~ or;;m <r.)rr ~? (I) ~iifto, (2) ~J<p:rr (3) ~~m ' .· (49) 
50.· s:rr ll't'f m~r it ~ air;;; ~~ 'fT ::.fq, ~n'{ •n en: f;;;r~· :- . · '· \: 

. . (I) fqe,<!1, (2, ~~1, (3) flil\9'T, (4) rtr!f.'{, (5) tfc~t ... (50) 
51. ~¥f !fiT ~~cT ~. (1) fO(mq, (2) ~tq)qi, (3) fo/>l'r'f, (4) atr~~~ ·• (5.1}. 
5.2.. ;:rl'it f~tr «l;!lH 'f>+r if; ~~n ani~' '!i'T D;'fl «~r ~-rror . , .. 

qr fu~· :-78, 67, 56, 45, 34, 23 · (52) 
53 -~ :~if: : '!r.q: (1) 3TO!'Tt, (3) OlT~T¥f, (3) ~~lei, (4) iiff1!'f s(53) .. 
54. . ;il~rr u •m:r ~m ~ 1 srh: f<T>~<r ~ ;rr~ \FT -~ 1 a<r «cr~ Cfi+r ~<11 <ti'\rr ~ ? 

(1) ¥fl(!~. (2) fifiwr, (3) \T¥f (54)·' 
55. <rt~ fuq: ft~r-'::f.~T ~ )f:lUr{ anrr 'liT ~<r. {i:;;r.rr ;;Tu'{-lf'lf . , 

\' ~'{ fu'~ :- 5, 6, 8 11, 15, 20 (55).· 
56. ·~ o if; rrtcr rr~r ~t~ '" lJ~ ~~ <r.T<:IIT <r.~r \lflar t fq, ( 1) ·ti~ ~~ or~ '4lio ~a ~- _, · · 

.' .. (2) -~~ il~~lJ 'fiT tfA ~rr.r ~if vfFfT . Cfi'{aT ~ I. ( 3) +li 0 ifl~ <ni:r er~a- il T~ 'f~a ti'lfll (56) , 
;t .. o)~ ~T~ ~ I , , ." 

51. ifl<f: ¥H<tl : : ~Tet: (1), f<TT¥ff, (2) I:W-(f, (3) it'IJ~, (4) ~ft::flfi .: ·(57{ 
58~ ~;y G'R ~;:;:"f it ij- ai'tt1 ~;~ 'liT 3f'ii \nl~ q~ cp;: f\f<i{' ; - -.., 

'\. 0) ~r~. . (2) ~~1. (3) t~~. (4). ~§1 (5) ~iff .... ~: ·.(5S1: ... 
5~ •.. ·lflfi'R: fe:: ~;;r: (I) fRG'T~, (2) '«~\, . (3) ~~fU\, (4) f!i' ~-.1 ::·(59) 
6(t_ .~1~ fiii ft~lJT ~ if; ~n: ortTr <FT ~<F «~t.rT \ro\- G''f :• :. 
~-·,·: n_ fu~_:-' · 5,.. 6,- · 9,. 10; 13, 14, _ -. :-~-.. ·:-: C~t>:-

/ ; [~;_(61; iff \itt: -~f\9~ ~~~o 4 ('q-'h.rr) , ( QT'btm ~ '1il1i i!it) .-



~ 4_ (~tn)-, 
. . 

~u"' 

"' 61-' uq-r~:ri: q-fir!fif:: s~trffr\1: (!) if~r~, (2) fcr.lfr!for, (3) i~ror, .. (4) ~~r'fl"(; {6!) 
62. am~ !fiT sr~ ~~ (1) frr~mr, (2) f<l~ll<r, (3) mt~T~, (4) ~~~ . : (62) 
63. 'q.~;n: '!~cit:: '!~<lT: (I) ~TJT~. (2) q.Ti1"\ir~r, (3) ~~ri (4) ~~- ~ :>. (62} 
6 4. ~Of rrt:or ~~ if U ~~ ~;;c; 'liT ~~zrr ~<:: IT'Jf IT<: fi?l~· :- '· 
~. < ( 1) · ilt<fr, (2) rrt'ltr, (3) <R~~T ( ~) 'i~T, ( s) ~f:fqor . , ( 64fk 
65. ~T"fT ~ 01~ ~' (1) Cfi"f'fi, (2) ~T<:, (3) tf'f, (4) ;rt~T ~{65) 
66. ·· ;:rr'ir f~t:!; ~~r !f.lf ~ 3T:!;'8H aniT 'liT t:;.'ii ~~r ~<: q'Jf · I· :.·;., 

'1"( fu~· :- 9, ll, 14, 17, 19, 22 ••• ·:· .. ,··,(66) 
&1 .. ·· ~rr "'T~ ~i>~T l'i ~ ~l'rvr ~;~ <fiT af<fl ~ Cf'Jf q<: fui :- · ·· ,, ; ; 

,(1) '1_1RT, (2) ll~T. (3) C!tHTT, (4) ~l¥rr. (5) -~ - (67) 
6S. • ~;rf~Pl ~ ~<:T"<T W<H ~ I f<f>;:<_! ~·~nl U CfT~ir 'fTcl ~.I 3TR f"fi?lfctt· it· ~HT •ncr t, .. ~ 

_err ~;;r ~ ~orr qi'Pf ~ ? ( 1) ~·nf~r<f, (2) ~~t~'l', ( 3) "'i~•if, . ( 4) ~.rr .. ( 6 8 ):. 
6 9. '<!~ : ~oT :: qiff : (I) !1i~1 ( 2) !if¥:1TT, ( 3) 'flful'ff, ( 4) . qtt:lf~nT , · : · . (9 9,}.; 
7·tf . rrR fc::t:!; B'~lfT ':lilT if; CT1;lJH arrlr cr.r tz<fl ~I.?!H ~~H-:-Cf~ ... · ·· g 

1
!f'{ f~li· :- 8, 9, 12, . 13, 16, 17 •.• -:(70}: 

'7:·!. iffir: (ifi'f<tT :: arfttqiTU: (I) fi!tiT<t, (2) ffff{Qf, (3) riiRr, (~) f~tr -;{71)~ 
'! .z. . antl[rT-'tiffi lt <:Tlf ~ ITFff "f<J\ ~ I fir.;:~ ~'liT ~elf mcrr "i§;\ ~ I 8f(f: W!f~ . . 

, . 1"f~"< ifi'hr ~ ? . (I) mrrr, {2) ~ToT, (3) ~Tll' .. {72).~ 
7 ~. . ~rr q-t~ ~z~r it ~ ~l'rvr ~"~ cr.r aT'fi \re'\ If';{ q-.:· f~ :-

;. ~ ,' 

' ( 1)" ~. (2) "$?:, (3) ~rn~, {4) rrtll',. (5) . ..tm '· ::.,(73): 
. 74;. ;l'tf'3f: ~ :: ffl~l'in: {I) ~nn, (2) ~~, (3) ~~trr, . (4) mr / (74}·-

? 5. , ;:rr:;r f~t:!; ~<PH "til'f ~ 3f1lJT\ an~ Cf,T ~~lH tz<fl ~~'!"\ tf'Jf 

.... 9'"( fu~ :-. 29,. . 28, 26, 23, 19, 14, .•.• .(75)--

7 6: · ·iT~ fr'ln: if <r~ u ~r'n 'l'L-: ~ 1 fv'1: 'fi~ffi ~ '{lfr frr{F~~ 'l~ ~ 1 srh' ~Tm -~ :urr ~~~- .:. 
~ 1 i:IT ij';;r ~ ~~' <rt<r ~? · ( 1) <!~· . (2) !fii{~T,. (3) ~qr .·· (4) {{tm 7(7~) 

?? ·. ' \'fT~ f?.'t:!; ~:~liT :f,lf ~ OT':!;IJT"< antr- 'liT tz<r. ~@T ~ff"( !j'Of 

\~l·tr?;" f(:psj''': 7, 8, JO, . JJ .. 17
1 

· 22 · ·. .. c· ··p~,; ;~(77h 
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ORIGll\fl~LITY SCORING FOR REE .. JN~>ES NOT MENTIONED IN T'HE RE&"PONSS LIST 
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